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publishers,

Messrs. Childs & Peterson, arc nearly
ready with the work of Dr. Kane, for
the appearance of which public expectation stands a-tip-toe.
We have been
permitted to look over a few of the advance sheets, and
subjoin, for the delectation of our readers, the following extract narrating perils by Aretic“flood and
fell" which make the blood in our veins

quicker

move

as wo

read aud realize

Saturday Post.
A BRUSH
The next

day
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WITH DEATH.
gave us admirable pro-

The ice opened in leads before
somewhat tortuous, hut, on the whole
favoring, and for sixteen hours I never
left the helm. We were all of us exhausted when the day's work came to
gress.
us,
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home along in this manner
the unbroken remnant of the
in-shore floe continued revolving,—utterly powerless, and catching a glimps
every now and then of the brazen headland that looked down on us through
the snowy sky. At last the floe broughtj
up against the rocks, the looser frag-j
monts that hung round it began to
sep- j
orate, and wo were able by oars and
boat-hooks to force our battered little
flotilla clear of them. To our joyful
surprise, wo soon found ourselves in a
stretch of the land-water wide enough
to give us rowing-room, and with the
j
assured promise of land close ahead.
As we neared it, we saw the same forbidding wall of belt-ice as at Sutherland and Hakluyt. We pulled along
its margin, seeking in vain cither an
opening of access or a nook of shelter.
The gale rose, and the ice began to drive
again ; but there was nothing to bo done
but get a grapnel out to the belt and hold
as

c

were

long

as

for the

rising

tide.

The Hope stove
her bottom anil lost part of her weatherhoarding, and all the boats were badly
chafed. It was an awful storm ; and it
was not without
constant exertion that
we kept afloat, bailing out the scud that
broke over us, and warding off the ice

lump of tallow the size of a walnut : a paste or broth, made of these
before setting out in the morning and with boat-hooks.
distributed occasionally through the
At three o'clock the tide was high
day in scanty rations, was our only fare. enough for us to scale the ice cliff. One
We were all of us glad when, running
by one we pulled up the boats on a
•the boats under th? lee of a berg, we narrow shelf, the whole sixteen of us
were able to fill our kettles with snow
uniting at each pull. We were too
and boil up for our great restorative, much worn down to
ivrfload ; but a dee])
I may remark that, under the cir- ami
tea.
narrow
in the cliffs
and

a

cumstances of most priva*ion, I found n >
comforter so welcome to the party as
this. We drank immoderately of it.
and always with advantage.
While the men slept after their weary
labor, McGary and myself climbed th*
berg for a view ahead. It was a sa l Idling one. We hud lost sight of (’ary Is-

gorge opened
almost at the spot where wo clambered
up; and, as we pushed the boats into it
on an
even keel, the
rocks seemed to
close above onr heads, until an abrupt
turn in the course of the ravine placed a
protecting cliff between us and the gale.
We were completely encaved.
./us' as

wc

nnu

in

tnc

orougnt
last)
land ! but shoreward, up Wostenholme
boat, tin' lied Kric, and were shoring her
Channel, the ice seemed as if it had not
with block of ire, a long unused
lnitj
vet begun to yield to the influence of up
familiar and unmistakable sound startled j
summer.
Everything showed how in-, and
and
a
flock
of
gladdened
car,
every
h en.
tense the last winter had
We,
eiders flecking the sky fora moment
were close upon the 1st of July, and had
passed swiftly in front of us. We knew
the North Water
a right to look for
ofj that wo must be at their breedingthe Whalers where we now lint solid ice,
grounds; and, as wc turned in wet, and
or close pack, both of them almost equalhungry, to our long-covctcd sleep, it
to
our
off
Far
unfavorable
progress.
ly
was
only to dream of eggs and abundiu the distance—how far I could not]
ance.
the Dnlrymplo
measure—rose
Ro< k.
We remained almost throe days in our

projecting

from the

precipice

of the is-1

the rate

gathering eggs
land ahead : but between us and it the i crystal
of twelve hundred a day.
Outside, the
land-ice spread itself from the base ofj
storm raged without intermission, and
|
Saunder's Island unbroken to the Far;
to:
our egg-hunters found it difficult
South.
a merrier
set
of
their
feet
but
;
The next day’s progress was of course, keep
gourmands than were gathered within
slow and wearisome, pushing through; never
surfeited on genial diet.
alternate ice and water f>r the land-b- It.
On
the 3d of July the wind began to
We fastened at last to the great floe near
the snow still fell
the shore, making our harbor in a crack moderate, though
and the next morning, after a
which opened with the changes of heavily;
patriotic egg nog, the liquor borrowed
tide.
grudgingly from our alcohol flask, and
of
was
the party
The imperfect diet
diluted till it was worthy of temperance t
showing itself more in the decline of
lowered our boats, and bade
their muscular powor.
They seemed apraise—we farewell to
grateful
“Weary Man’s
reaware of it themselves, and
scarcely
Rest.”
ferred the difficulty they found in dragging and pushing to somethsng uncomICE AM) ITS CONSUMPTION.
mon about the ice or sludge rather than
to their own weakness.
Hut, as we enI'nder this head the New York Evendeavored to renew our labors through;
Post gives an interesting article.
ing
the morning fog, bolted in on all sides
trom which we cup ine iouowmg para-1
so dtstorted and rugged as
ice-field*
by
c._

..

__
..

»l.

*1.

truth seemed to burst upon every one.
We bad lost the feeling of hunger, and
were almost satisfied with our pasty
broth and the large draughts of tea which
accompanied it. 1 was anxious to send
our small boat, the
Erie, across to tii e
lumme bill Appah, where I knew from
Esquimaux wo should find plenty of
birds; but the strength of the party
was insufficient to drag her.
We were sorely di-heart ned, and could
only wait for the fog to rise, in the hope

The

Ci.tuts have decided that

refusing to

newspaper rum the office, for removing and
leaving it uncalled for, is priuta facie evidence ot
a

intentional fraud.

on

from the first; but the delays we seemed
fated to encounter had made me reduce
them to what I then thought the mini-

sponsible.
take
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As an industrial pursuit, the ice trade
of the United Stales is far from an insignificant one. From six to seven millions
of dollars are employed in its piosectition, and the sales do not fall short ot

thirty millions dollars annually, amounting, even in its present imperfect development, to about one-third of the value

of the cotton crop, and onc-fourth of
that of the wheat crop of the whole country. It is, moreover, an article exclu-

sively of northern production. The laws
of nature have given the monopoly of it
than
that
smoother
of some
platform
to States lying north of thirty-six degrees
or
some
that
lead
which was about us,
minutes, and its consumption at
thirty
might save as the painful labor of track- the present rate Of increase in a few
ing. 1 had climbed the iceberg ; and years will epual, if not surpass, the enthere was nothing in view except JJal- tire cotton
crop ot the southern States.
ryrnplo Hock, with its red brassy face Ice is sold in New York at retail at
towering in the unknown distance. Hut
cents per hundred, or five
1 hardly^got back to my boat, before a twenty-five
dollars per tun, and for shipping at one
gale struck us from the northwest, and dollar and a half a tun. These prices
a floe, taking upon a tongue of ice about
urc a fair average of those charged in
to the
north of us, began to
a mile
northern cities elsewhere. In southern
slowclose
it
like
a
and
swing upon
pivot
latitudes the wastage of the ice is so
narrow
our
in
resting-place.
ly upon
great from melting, that a much larger
At first our own floe was driven be- price per hundred must be received in
fore the wind ; but in a little while it order to make the business a remuneraencountered the stationary ice at the
foot of the very rock itself. On the instant the wildest imaginable ruin rose
around us. The men sprang mechanically each one to his station, bearing
back the boats and stores ; but I gave
our escape.
up for a moment all hope of
It was not a nip, such as is familiar to
Arctic navigators ; but the whole platform where we-stood and for hundreds
of yards on every side of us crumbled
and crushed and piled and tossed itseli
madly under the pressure. I do not believe that of our little body of men, all
of them disciplined in trials, able to
measure danger while combating it,—
1 do not believe there is one who this
day can explain how or why—hardly
when in fact—we found ourselves afloat.
We only know that in the midst of t

tive

one.

Much, also, depends upon its

year when the ice of the
and a warm
summer has succeeded, the price of ice
has run up to five and six dollars per
In the early settlements of Calitun.
fornia, almost fabulous prices were paid
for tbe cargoes of ice which were sent
from Boston around Cape Horn upon a
venture, which proved a remunerative
\Ve have be en told by a gentleman,
ono.
who engaged in a highly successful busiin
ness as a merchant at Mount Auburn,
Placer county, that he had been often
attracted by the snow-clad peaks of the
Sierra Nevada which rose in the distance,
about fifty miles from Mount Vernon;

scaricity.

south has

In

a

entirely failed,

and on one occasion, (luring the extreme
heat of summer, he sent a heavy wagon
to the mountains to bring back a load of
clamor utterly indescribable, through the snow which appeared so inviting.—
re.
which the braying of a thousand trumpet! After a few days' jeurusy the wagon
could no more have been heard than tht turned, with nineteen hundred pounds
The
voice of a man, we were shaken ant of snow, partially melted into ice.
sold for one
raised and whirled and let down agaii whole load was immediately
the propriin a swelling waste of broken kutnmucki dollar per pound, and yielded
Ice is
and as the men grasped their boat-hooki etor nineteen hundred dollars.
lrorn the
in the stillness that followed, the ho.iti now obtained in San Francisco
coast oi
eddied away m a tumultuous skrceil o ! Sitka Islands, otf the Pacific
Russian America.
ice and enow and water.

j

From the Boston Atlas

Wc won't disturb them in their otiun

JOB PRINTING

81,50 A YEAR IN ADVANCE.

question. Don't you beare a great
many South
be with them, as
ern
TO BULLY BROOKS.
gentlemen who look upon you as a
once beard a friend of mine
say, in thi kind of Bombastes Furioso, full oi
Dear Atlas :—Every body is writing
course of a lecture,(he was a droll fellow
sound and fury, signifying nothing ! Ta
letters from everywhere, excepting me. —he
said that “the South were always all such, givo my best
respects, and
and as I hav'nt been anywhere, and am
threatening to dissolvo the Union, if wc write soon.
not much of
I
A LETTER FROM CASSANDRA

anybody, thought

dignitate.
Unless it really

the less diil not toe the mark.

Dissolvo the

said, the better. But I'll tell you Union, !
Why, as well might cur towr
what it is. I've finally come to the contell the selectmen, if they didn’l
clusion that I can't keep still any longer. paupers
mind their P’s and Q’s, that they would
I

I must, write

letter to some body about dissolvo the union
between them.1'
lie
I'm going to write to Col. was a
queer fellow, and perhaps he did
Preston S. Brooks, of Canine nvmory, not mean
what he said.
There are a
(who's afraid ? I aint !) and I want it great
many “senntnng and glittering
printed in the Atlas, where I can see how I generalities” about
Declarations of Indeit looks when it's done.
Will you
pendence now-a-days.
Mr.
Editor
?
it,
publish
I guess, if I were you, I wouldn't atMy dear Col. Preston S. Brooks ;— tempt to “seize the Archives and the
I've just been reading the speech you '1
rcasury of the Government," as you
made at your reception at Columbia, will.
Because, you sec, you can’t all
and I can't help thinking how
gratifying leave home at once. You must leave
it must be to a gentleman of, honor,
somebody to keep house. For if your
like yourself, to be so supported by your; slaves are left
alone, they will get disconconstitutency, for upholding your cane tented, and lonesome after their dear
in dclenco of South Carolina.
You j masters, and ail be hurry- scurrying into
know our Northmen are not much on' our
big free pasture, for a frolic. Then
chivalry, and may not see through the1 ill wo shall have to do, is to run, just
whole thing just as you do; but wo
| pull the doors to after us (latch-string
can judge something of the merits of
outside,) and placing our free-born bauds
the case by the gratification 1t has affordupon these same Archives, this same
j
cd you to perform “a deed which was
Treasury, say to you, with your slaves
the result of a high srnse of duty,'’ Oh'
peeping over our shoulders, and winkmy ! What would you have done from a ing knowingly at you—“Come nnrl take
loic sense of duty : 'that’s the question !< them /” Don't
you see, Colonel, how
To crawl up behind the Black
Republi- j cute we shall do it ?
can, too, and strike him, when he was all!
Why, Mr, Sumner, and Mr. Wilson,
pinned down and could'nt help himself ! | and Mr. Burlingame, anil a lot of sothat was cute ! Now
you see, if one of \ forths, are not all there is of the North,
our
bungling Northmen had been in they are only a few surplus heroes we
your place, it would have been just like, happened to have.
Didn’t you know
hhn, to bluster straight up to his face, that ? One blast from Freedom’s
bugle,
and tell him his business, and, like a! like the whistle of Roderick
Dhu, would
tool, give him just as good a chance as he echoed back from
every mountain-top
he had himself—so of course, he would in. New
Kngland, reverberated along her
have been knocked down—and then, he
and
thundered ailown her Nivalleys,
would nt have had any
reception, nor agaras, (where you were invited to rusuitu
UUb
U1U
UIIJ uu.q
".XCpilCW ticate,) until Washington would be
of his Uncle.”
garrisoned by Burlingames, and Wilsons,
Ilow docs it feel to strike a man
by and Sumners, in less than two minutes
stealth, and “blush to find it fame r”
and a half. What do you think of that ?
Perhaps the blush was only the reflec- Sit down here. Colonel, close by my
tion of the roses scattered in your
path side, and I'll tell you something else.—
••every foot of the way,” from Washing- 1 am a Maine girl, myself-—a Kermcheckton to your journey’s end.
How much r. So, I speak by the card. If one
pleasanter and safer to tread this “prim-1 ~ii our stahvait, lion-hearted, six-feetrose path of dalliance” than to be
jolted! live uucawooas lumoermcn sliouia plant
over a
rough road, “through the enemy’s one of liis feet on South Carolina soil, it
country” with such a wild man of the would shake her like a Calabrian earthwoods on your track, as that Burlinquake, from centre to circumference.
Lramo !
Allow a lady to congratulate
Did you ever go to Maine ?
If not,
on
you Colonel,
your happy choice of al- you had better reconnoitre a little.—
ternatives. And my best go-to-meeting Call for me, and I'll
go “through the
curtesy to you.
enemy's country” with you, and keep
that bear of a Burlingame off
Of course, not even the Tthuriel
your track.
spear
of C hivalry could be
expected to quick- Some of our bonnie lassies shall make a
en to life and action one
spark of cour- chair with their round, fair arms, while
age in the low “moral tone of a Black others shall surround you like a halo of
The attempt glory in all your royal progress, and see
Republican's mind.”
would have been a waste of time, Sir.— you safely through.
\Vc will sec to it
Besides you might have been killed your- that you are not too snugly ensconced
in your chair, so that, in the accident ol
self.
an attack,
W ere you really glad or arc
you can run—according to
you joEor Shakspcaro
king?) when you thought the Army hill proper authorities.
was defeated in the House of
Represen- makes honorable mention of “runing
tatives? Your having voted for it from brooks,"’ “brawling brooks,” icc.
I
a “high sense of
duty,” must be a suffi- should like him better, if he were not
cient reward to a do *out Christian, with- so personal.
1 want you to go to Maine, because 1
out the laurels with which success crowns
have got to be rather proud of her lateambition’s brow.
She was bound that Squire Choate
The demonstrations of gratitude' on ly.
the part of your constituency, must dis- should not force any of his patent soft
tress the modesty of such a real Bible soap, his precipitate, unctuous ointment
Christian, wishing, in the very spirit of upon her. She declared she would “break
the Sermon on the Mount, that the unt’’ whenever she bad a mind to.
I speak of Maine particularly, because
“people of the South might be left free
to go to Kansas, and cut the throats of she is my mother ; and 1 always like to
Lane and his abolition comrades.”— notice my Down East relations.
Her
When they fully realize the delicacy of sisters are all just as independent as she
vonr foolinc*s. no doubt for vnnr tnoflr**. is.
My Aunt Vermont and my Aunt
tv’s sake, “the learned dullness of de- X. Humpshrie (tho’ she had cne son that
claration will be Rilent, and even the didn't turn out very well—ho took to
venal nuise, through happiness in fietion, I’residenting, got into bad company, and
failed all up ;) but all my Aunts are as
will forget your virtues.”
Another of your Christian duties is, independent as mv mother. It's of no
as
you “know the Mack Republican use for the Squire to go to peddling his
platform,” either to counteract them, or quack nostrums among them.
meet them boldly.
Don’t you think
Say, Colonel, will yon go ? As you
you’re a leetle late? It isn’t to be expec- say, “if we must dissolve tho Union,
ted of one man to attend to such a tre- let us do it with a full
appreciation of
mendous crowd of diitios all at once— the consequences.” Mien
yrtu come to
to carry such an Atlas-load upon bis hu- see some of our hard-handed freemen.
Hither the spine will give our merchants, our lumbermen, our meman spine.
Now chanics, our scholars and our tcoinm,
out, or part of the load roll off.
you see it has been just so here. The you’ll believe “it will be no child's play
most important purt of your load fell off as
you ssv,) when the conflict does
while you were tugging up the hill of come.”
But you see I can't tell whether you
difficulty—the Hluck Republican—the
very thing which ought to have been at- are in-carncst or not—you are such a
tended to first. I am afraid you are a joker,
livery since you joked Burlinleetle too late ; and that the Pathfinder’s game about that duel, and then van when
Rocky Mountain Hag will be flying at he got all ready for you, I have been a
the summit, before you can get the hang leetlr suspicious about
your big talk.
of all the planks, or bring your ChrisNow, seriously, Colonel, do you really
tian duties to bear, face to face, on this
suppose Mr. Sumner is gagged for good
big, Hlack Republican platform, every and all r
You've talked so much about
timber of which is us clear ns truth, and his
good looks, that 1 suppose if I
You see you arc should tell
as staunch as virtue.
you I bad a sort of liking
nut used to this vis-a-vis kind of war- for the
man, you would tell me that this
fare.
is the very reason.
Well, Colonel, 1
Hut there’s one tiring. Colonel, I’d like think he is
handsome myself.—
pretty
to whisper in your ear.
Don't start so ! The first timo 1 ever met
him in the
I am unarmed. If you should see this
street, after I came up hero, a bran new
flag unfurled to a Northwest breeze, country girl, I inquired who he was, and
some fine November morning, don't do one of
my friends said, “Why, don’t you
anything rash ! It will surely be iheie ! know ? That is Charles Sumnor.” 1
Freedom's and Fremont’s. Yes; “FreeAnd ever after that
*
replied “Do tell
dom’s banner, torn, but flying,’’
Don’t I took on
great airs about my quick perdo anything rash. Your temperament
ceptions. You sec, Colonel, there is a
is decidedly mercurial—and I am concalm, unflinching, moral intrepidity in
stantly worried with the fear that you that collected eye, in that arching nosinto
trouble.
may get
tril a physical courage, and in the nerNow, incase of such an event as we vous curve of that lip a scorn of bravaspeak of, you, “who have done as much do, rather discouraging, even to a mar
as any other man to concentrate the feel- of
your strikim; qualifications. Th<
ing of the South,” you, then, just advise Statesman, the Scholar, the Philanthro
them to let Kansas quietly alone, let the
pist, the Man ! You’ll never keep hiu
Free States all slide, and just set up a down. Colonel—never.
with
their conNow, I’ve told you some of my se
snug littlo housekeeping,
tented, devoted slaves, all to themselves. crels, and it is but fair that yiu shoult
a

something.

j

answer mo

a

THE VIHTUES WHICH COMMAND
SUCCESS.

WEARING FLANNELPut it, on at onco ; winter or summer,
James Ilolford has risen step by step j nothing better can be worn next the skin
than a loose, red, woolen, flannel shirt;
up the ladder of fortune until he stands
! “loose,’' for it has room to move on the
at
the
with
securely
summit,
fume, :
wealth and honors surrounding him.— skin, thus causing a titilation which
draws tho blood to the surface and
Some
keeps
And now, Colonel, as old Stat nomitwenty years ago this same James it there and
when that is tho case no
;
nis umbra expresses my sentiments ex- Ilolford was at the very foot of the ladone can take cold ; “red,” for white flan,
actly, I am going to wind up my letter der, pondering how ho should ris'\ Tlio nei fulls
up, mats together, and becomes
with what he says. We will determine ladder was very curious to contemplate,
stiff and impervious. Cottonwool
tight,
and
still
more
curious
was
it
to
hear
on
the fourth
day in November
merely absorbs the moisture from the
next, whether we will firmly and con- what the world said about it.
“It is all luck, sir,” cried one, “noth- surface, while woolen flannel conveys it
stitutionally assert our rights, or make
from the skin and
deposits it indrops on
an humble, servile surrender of them at ing but luck ; why, sir, I have managed
the outside of the shirt, from which the
the feet of Slavery. To a generous at times to get up a step or two, hut
ordinary cotton shirt absorbs it, and by
mind there cannot bo a doubt. Wo owe have always fallen down ere lung, and its
nearer exposure to the exterior
air, i t
it to our ancestors, to preserve entire now I have given up striving, for luck is
is soon dried without
ail
injury to the body.
me."
against
those rights which they have delivered
“No, sir,” cried another, “it is not so Having these properties, red woolen
to our care.
We owe it to our posterimuch luck as scheming ; the selfish flannel is worn by sailors even in the
ty, not to sufTcr their dearest inheritance
midsummer of the hottest countries.
to be destroyed.
But, it it were possi- schemer gets up while more honest folks Wear a thinner
material in summer.—
ble for us to bo insensible to these sa- remain at the foot.”
Hall's Journal of Health.
cred claims, there is yet an obligation
“Patronage does it all,” said a third,
[The above is good advice, but most
binding on ourselves, from which noth- “you must have ■somebody to take you
ing nan acquit us ; a personal interest by the hand and help you up, or you persons, we suppose, would prefer to
wear white in
in which we cannot surrender. To al- have no chance.”
preference to red flannel,
James Ilolford heard all these varied were it possible to
ienate even our own rights would bo a
prevent it fulling up.
crime, as much more enormous than sui- opinions of the World, but still persist- Red flannel discharges its color by percide as a life of civil security and free- ed in looking upw ard, for he had faith spiration ; tiiis is an evil whicii does not
dom is superior to bare existence ; and in himself.
belong to white flannel. Red flannel
“The cry "bf luck’s all, what does it soon looses its blight appearance, and
if life be the bounty of Heaven, we
scornfully reject the noblest part of the amount to in reality,” thought he, “but accomcs a dull dirty-looking crimson ;
gift if we consent to surrender that cer- that some people are surrounded by bet- :his is also caused by the perspiration.
tain rule of living, without which the ter circumstances than others ; they A bite flannel, when washed, always
condition of human nature is not oulv must still, however, take advantage of •Ooks clean. Old red flannel cannot he
these circumstatces permanently to suc- nadc to look clean by all the waters of
miserable, but contemptible.
ceed ; and I, having very indifferent cir- -,ake Huron ; white flannel, therefore,
Yours affectionately.
cumstances around me, have the more las much to recommend it over red, and
Cassandra.
need to use great exertion in order to bet- or under-shirts nothing else should be
Bostou, 19-5fv
ter them and when reverses come I will votii.
It can also ho prevented from
not despair as some do, but persevere 1 idling up, as well as red flannel.—
A few words to Republicans.
ou to fortune.
I want no friend to take A hat property docs the latter flannel
Our Candidate^ name—is it not g !omo
by the hand and do that for me ] iosscss over the former that prevents it
rious ? Could a better be chosen r What which
every healthy man can do better I rom fulling up hv frequent washing ?
a brave
free sound it has ! The name for himself. IS’o. I will rise by myself t is made of the same materials, consealone is sufficient to rouse all the enthu- alone.”
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n?*
Reader
!
you have been surfeited
for the destruction and pullin: urv of the law-suit now
plenty of it. From the moment a chil. said on that point. There is no wit, no press
enjoyed by os r waegish hunker gave the other day, seems tire'y destroyed. We have heard the los? w ith politics, 1-or a
is born, it should have air and light : character, no talent evinced in the
down
of
our
change, begin on
which
has
School
beet
estimated
at
therefore
from
to
ten
Country
twelve
thousuud
j
Committee,
repe!
and neither be shut up in a dark roor 1 tition of such stupid falsehood—nothing the upholding of it since
liesolced, that should the said Bap? t to me to be the happiest yet suggested.— dollars. Insured we learn, for four thous- the fourth page and look over all the
Washington
da;
He said the reason
his party did not
nor have its head covered up in a blanket
but brazen effrontery and callousness to
ever show himself
and legal notices, until
was of
and.
discerning mind h that we manifest toagain in Ellswortl succeed was becausewhy
j advertisements,
The other morning, making my firs t shame. But the fellow who invented Washington
him our gratituil c
there were so many
come to the
you
reading matter. You
Call on a lady with an infant, 1 sawthe report ti at Col. F. is [or has been) spoke of the third party now here is th for his kindly interference with our
On Sunday night at about half past j "rc
pul scatterin'; rotes thrown for Hamlin.
or ought to he, in know!
interested,
dimocrats
and
black
am
1
republicans
lie schools, and his efforts to banis
heap of blankets lying in a rocking chai r connected with the since trade' evinced
'seven, another alarm was given, which
ing where to buy cheapest, and where
beside the bed. but there was no baby it
some genius, some
The Keystone Club, of Philadelphia,
originality, and we know nothings over two years ago tin therefrom the Holy Bible, by procurin sproved to lie in an opposite direction, and you can find everything
sight. When I inquired for the newly- -| have hopes of him. He may yet rise to Know Nothings sprang up to show hov | for him and trying on an entire suit < if on Monday paid a visit to the Hon. Bu- a
you may want.
short distance from the village. This
arrived, the nurse came, and after takin: ! a counterfeiter’s cell in the airest stoty dark and secret
new clothes, such as cannot be found ; t chanan, at Wheatland,
a
|
accompanied
by
could
be
their
they
cr; the
A great crowd on Main Street ! !
off fold after fold, there at last was th
of a State Prison ; while the rivals he
shop of any tailor, and that who „ procession of citizens, to the number of was a ham well stored with hay and grain j
was the Catholicks now that
cry is abou
thus apparelled, we present him wit h two or three hundred. Upon their arri- belonging to Mr. Beale. It was somo Impossible tt pass PADFILFOKD'S
poor little half-smothered baby, gasp has outstripped and shamed can never
over aDd out ol that
party comes th a free ticket to leave Ellsworth upon tl e val at Wheatland, Win. B. Rankin, Esq., distance from his house or
eVC o. ! All the
ing for breath. Mother and nurse got
get above being ridden out of town on a
people stop to he clothany other buildlecture that time.
rail for robbing some washer woman’s black Republican party I call it Aboli first railroad operation that may go int r, president of the club, was introduced to
and consequently no chance for it to led ! RAGLAN' Overcoats all the rage !
ing
Mr. Buchanan, and said that, in behalf
Returning in an omnibus, a pretty wo clothes-line. The audacious folly of set- tionist they have so much pitty for th effect.-’
Such are the declarations of all the
man got in, with her baby complete!
peoThere was also a vote passed that tl e of the Keystone Club, over which he had spread ; but the devouring element had j
ting up for rascals on no larger capital
that
I
dont
know
but
hal
f
poor negroes
such
ple.
i
t
in
its
blankets.
of
brains
before
than
assistance
the
honor
of
deserves
the
he
and resolution shoul J
possession,
enveloped
Perhaps
complete
they possess
presiding,
foregoing
congratulated
preamble
of the blackies will die on account o
was none of
be published in the H, raid, but deemin rr him as the nation’s choice, adding, that came, and burnt so
my business ; but I think i t severest reprehension.”
rapidly, that no efforts
the blackies now you have got all o it
was.
The baby had as good a right t >
Keep the Gband akmy movino
incendiary in its character, we refuse the work, which was but begun, they could stay it, nor was time given to get
The
of
breathe and have the purest air to b :
Republicans
Chicago received about all of the Clergy on your part am [ to publish it until after Mr. Bapst w< s intended to carry on until victory should out the threocows and
Xo successful or able General
ever pera
which
were
hull,
had, as anybody ; and as there was no the intelligence of the glorious Fremont
haxe been preaching and prayini mobbed, which disgraceful affair came o ff crown their efforts.
mitted his army long to remain
tied up in it for the first time this fall.
and Dayton victory in Maine on the they
inactive,
else
to
take
its
I
did.
on
Mr.
the
Buchanan
as
Hth
of
follows
:
body
part,
October, 1856.
replied
ever since Jcfarson
day for the rcleasi
Before half of the people had assem- and resting content on the laurels won
“Madame.” said I, “you are smother night of the election. A letter from
“Gentleman of the Keystone Club : I
Xo one outside of Ellsworth, unlc s
that city says, in reference :—“The great of the poor negroes now I cant say bu
ing that child.”
give you a most hearty and warm wel- bled the alarm was given that another barn in a single engagement, while the war
lie has “summered and wintere 1" with tl
She smiled, and shook her head.— traitor, Stephen A. Douglas, has just re- the Lord has designed it so to be ou
come to my abode.
I congratulate you, was on fire about
continued. It is only
by constant effort,
twenty rods distant.—
erratic changling, W. H. Chancy, woul
turned home from Washington, and white
She did not believe a word of it.
not upon my nomination, but upon the
men cannot do the work
di
and a series of brilliant successes over
they
This
was soon put out without
damwas
any
“You arc making it breathe its ow:
addressing a large crowd in Court 1 want them used well I dont want then believe that he could be so unblusliin g glorious privileges of being citizens of
the enemy that a
peace can he conquered
breath over and over again ; and no ai r House square, composed of about twoas to utter the
in view of all tl e our great republic. Your superiority age.
above,
to
come
here
for
what
few there are her
and a permanent
is fit to breathe but once
1 am a pnysi thirds Fremonters and the rest Buchanover
the
of
other
countries has
These fires are the occasion of much
discharge obtained.
facts in relation to the Ellsworth troi
people
1 he great blunders of most armies
eian. and can’t let you make your chi! l anites—the news got here just as he had now take up about all the side wall
been fully demonstrated by the conduct
and
comment.
To
most perblcs, and so recently too after their o. of a vast
speculation
finished his speech, and the meeting what would
sick.”
concourse assembled
have been
you do if you had one thous
during the sons
instopping too long to rejoice.
currcncc, andbefore people had forgottc n
they are at once, perhaps without due
I t closed with three cheers for Maine, anil and I am
She uncovered the baby's head.
week at Cincinnati.
past
would
sem
I
Upon
any
I-et not the army of freedom
thinking
you
say
|
three
more
for
Fremont. Douglas has
the part he took in the matter.
took a long breath,—and if it had bee:
stop too
similar occasion in Europe the voluntarv consideration, (though there does not seem
them back again now as for Kansas be
to rejoice.
long
The enemy is at work,
old enough to talk, and been up in it s not opened his mouth in Chicago or
to
be
of
the
other
would
conclusion
Mr. Madox informs us that the rest
which
have
can
been
be
any
expression
people
ing a Slave State I dont believe it thcr
as
manners it
drowned in martial music, and their ac- reached with
badly beaten as he is. If through
undoubtedly would hav ; arouud here since.’’
lutions above, were in the hand icritir,
any plausibility) set down as
is
a great
and
little
as
“Thank
wool
the
doctor.”
devtions
controlled
an army with banners.
our
cry
said,
you,
by
inactivity, caused by thinking wo
the
wanton
and
villianous
of
acts
IV. H. Chanty ; and that after tl c
incenA Slight Mistakk.—At a “Buck
How unlike the spectacle at Cincinnati,
il said when he sheared the hog thcr of
are
strong enough, they can gain on us
Hon. Edward Bates recently ad and Breck” meeting in Canterbury, X.
diaries.
But
when
this
conclusion
is
artold
him
he
draftc
d
meeting Chaney
where delegates from the people of the
in November, it will stimulate
dressed the Old Line Whigs of St. Loui s H., the other evening, the chairman call- was never known such a as this here yo
them. Mr. Madox, without knowin g different states met in convention under rived at, it leaves every ono at a loss to largely
He thoroughly dissecte 1 ed for three cheers for Buchanan.
on politics.
The blackies are raising your flag with 1
the protection of the constitution and give a sufficient reason, or to frame a them to renewed and constant efforts
of any such resolutions, or even readir
and exposed the sophistries of the Kan cheers given in response were so-so, from stars fircing your 1G
c
guns I suppose i
and harmoniously deliberated upon
1
:_
t..
ti.
plausible motive for the deed. The usual against us. M c say then, put the arthem, before reading aloud to the mec laws,
sas Nebraska bill, and although he urge,
was one of Uncle Sams
of vital importance tc the coun- stimulants
subjects
treasurary thcr
for such base acts, the hope of my in motion, prepare for the great batthe support of Mr. Fillmore, he denouc intended to call for the same compliwas requested, by some one wh 0
will be nothing to bad for you to do i ing.
try.
tle in November, for it is
ed the threat that the South would sc
ment to Breckcnridge, but by mistake'
could
not be expected in any of the
handed him the «j»apcr to read it to tl c
only by action,
plunder
“Gentleman, two weeks since I should
cede if Col. Fremont is elected. Sai 1 called for thiee cheers for Fkemokt.— you have time but bless the Lord yoconstant and
fires
which
have
takcu
presevering, that we ought
He did as he was requested.- have made you a longer speech, but now
here. We
meeting.
place
r*ar> f roil rrv Innn
nnn»
1.~
he :
A perfect whirlwind of applause ansivcro
....n
I have been placed upon a platform of can offer no theory of our own which will to, or can hope for a brilliant victory.
This ifi all hn
An wltk *k«
“We are told to vote for Buchana ed his appeal, a regular stunner, that although you want one then you coul
which I most heartily approve, and that tend to elucidate tho
matter, aud therefore
ing. The authorship of the prcamb: e can
to delcat r remonl, as his election woul 1 entirely spoilt the effect of this C’anter- have stato and
KeeP »< before the people, that to
speak for me. Being the represen- refrain from
Clergy together and tha and resolution can be
Buchanicr movement.—Lowell
any speculations which might this day, no man in
lead to the dissolution of the Union.— bury
on Ckant y tative ol the
proved
democratic
and
is what our Ministers want or they woul I
great
Kansas, has ever
party,
Courier.
It is false; to say that Southern me:
been punished, by lau>,
not simply James Buchanan, I must be wide of the truth.
beyond all equivocation or doubt.
comfor
not be preaching
polaticks as they do j
will dissolve the Union in the event f
mitted
All who are conversant with the hii
against iudiriduah of the Free
At a citizen meeting held on Monday a
square my conduct according to the
New \obk.- The Republican State think it is lamentable to see such ac
Stale
Fremont’s election, is a slander and
party .'—not one '—Exchange.
platform of that party, and iusert no new
nun
Convention in
York, on the 17th, tions in this our beloved Land and i tory of Ellsworth during Chaney’s sc
UjFJlUIUlUU ID UaittUUSU U
calumny on them. The Union is stahl ? nominated Hon.New
ics, Keep it before
plank nor take one from it. That platthe people.—
in it. and while he sought note
John King as the oanwatch if thought necessary, and to
journ
night
and strong, and will remain so, let wh 3
form is sufficiently broad and national
the blackes rule our Land will be a lam I
When Border Ruffian
didatc for Governor, and Henry Selden
atoff in the troubles wit h for the wholo democratic
take any other measures for the protecwill be elected.
There is not one ine
riety
sympathisers
by
leading
This
of prey in the first placo you have th
party.
tempt to show that Pierce and
of soil front Minnesota to Belize that i s for Lieut. Governor. At the evening
the Irish, know that he was the
tion
and
of
the
more
of
than
our
citcompany
ever, has
safety
instigi glorious party now,
property
have been impartial, ask
in the political North or the politics ] session a committee from the American old torys on your part their ancestors ar tor, the
them how many
leading spirit and primo move r demonstrated that it is the true conserv- izens.
South. The Union is wedded and bourn j Convention announced the adoption of a on that part now what I call the old to
of
the
ative
murderers of free State men in
party of the constitution and of the
in the attack on them. He had a stree t
resolution by that body dissolving its rics are
those that were friendly to thi
together by ties of blood and kindred
Kansas have been
with one, and boasted of the thrasb Union,”—Evening Pott. 13th June.
punished. Ask them
tight
and will come out unscathed from th 1 organization, and asking admittance to
A
Uf public meeting has been held if these
and drove of their neighbor
men are not now
the Republican Convention.
Admitted English
he gave him, in his
ing
Tue
permitted to
in
Whctb
Sxokm.—The
fiery trial of the coming election.”
rain
paper.
on
we
learn
the
Orland,
the
22d
by
Whig, to run at large, or are not
by unanimous vote. There were some cattle and cut up a great many Shine er ho was one of the mob that had
in
the employ
end
23d
came
down
th e
in torrents. It
No hobe Fees States.—To shot r bolters among the Americans.
now these are first in
put take into consideration the circumstances of the Government. Ask
bringing abou
them how
courage and the temerity to attack tb e us in mind of the rainy season in Cali- under which Allen Frazier was drowned
1 all
what we are to come to if the fates shouli I
those evil that come upon our Coun
many of the worst disturbers of the
It appears that of the 105,707 emiPriest we know not. Wo should
be cruel enough to permit Mr. Buchan
We recollect of
e fornia.
from
the
judg
by
falling
Steamer
M.
now
1
can
Sanford.
tell
a
number cf then
being caught
you
who have arrived in New York try
peace in Kansas have been closeted at
an to be elected, and so the
that his courage wonld fail about tin t
out on the banks of the
present pol grants
Sacramento riv- 1* rom a statement made by an eyewitness
in Ellsworth some are dead and some ar<
with the administration.
icy of making Kansas a slave state to b city since the first of September last,
in
the
time
play, and that he would b e er in one of the long easterly rain storms, the hcartlessncss and inhumanity exhib- Washington
carried out, we give what the Richmom I only 3,256 proceeded to the slave States. not the first Dr. Adams and he was :
satisfied
with
on
and
when
the
rain
witnessin
came down for most of the ited
looking
The amount of money brought with merderer then old
^
by tho officers of the Sanford surEnquirer says:
-*mjng the accessions to the Frelawyer Herbert hi the result of his
“With Kansas to back it in the Senate them was #5,398,309,54 and those who was not much better then Counal
teachings. All we ca j time for a week in torrents. During passes all belief, and is tho
of mont ranks in Keystone State, are Hon.
Dut
subject
the South can compel the fulfilment o f went South had #194,888. Over nine
say of the matter from personal know] that time two of us Ellsworth
John M. Reed and Hon.
ton then Capt Means he said in the las
“chaps,” the severest animadversion.
W. M. Merethe stipulations of the Texas treaty, b , thousand wont to Pennsylvania; over
is, that wo saw and heard him th 3 shingled O'er a Liverpool dray cart, that
edge,
^ ^ (^d not receive the
war that all the Dimocrats
thousand
to
six
over
to
bi
ten
thousOhio;
ought
proceedings dith, the Secretary of the Treasury under
resisting the admission of other fire
next morning,
being Sunday, bandyin, j wo had just landed, with corrugated in time for this weeks issue, or we should Gen. Taylor.
and to Wisconsin, and over seven thous- put into the mouth of tho cannon am
States.”
with an Irishwoman, acros iron, and bedded and almost
There we have the whole policy in , and to Illinois. Nearly forty thousand fired off now here he is dying about thi ephithets
boarded publish the doings entire.
Qubry
the principal street of the
If Wade and
nut-shell. “N»more Free States" is t , are set down to Now York.
village, wh > under this shelter for the week. No
Giddings prenegroes I think he had better be think
vented
was charging him with the deed.
the success of the
be the rally ing cry of the sham democrac
more welcome sight to us could be
At a meeting in Hrookliu in this
iy
Tit for Tat.—A “Live Yankee” bc- ing abont the hard speeches ho ha:
Republican
imraag
in the coming election. The Constitutioi
party lass year, what was the effect of
awakened by the captain of a steam- made about her
ined, than the sun and fair weather.
county,
dollars
recently,
was1
ing
twenty
there
is
:
The
tW
of
Ladies
Countrymen
was formed “to secure
the blessings o
Ellsworth, for mo
; boat with the announcement that he
collected for Kansas among those who Cobbs and Benjamins efforts on the Slamore wose blood burns ir
liberty to ourselves and our posterity.
▼ing in the matter of forming an associ
“musn’t occupy his berth with his boots great many
Kansas Election. A Kansas clec- take an interest
in, and have a feeling very extension party this year ?
Ciovcrnor Feeder has come out for Frc on,” replied :—“ Oh ! the bugs wont their veins to see the downfall of oui ation for supplying clothing for the des tion will tako
on the first of Oc- for the
place
destitute
free State men- This
^ H°n- J- C.
moot and Freedom, and has token th s | hurt ’emjHUch, I guess—they're an old Country Capt Foster of Trenton is anoth titute in Kansas, arc
gaining much cred tober for the choice of a new territorial amount was collected
Breckenridge, the
in small sums, and candidate for
• tump in the great cause of human rights
let'em
cr old tory and also Es<p Milerkin anc it abroad,
pair ;
rip!”
Vice President has
quit the
Legislature.
willingly given.
stump in Pennsylvania, and gono homo
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cures
Pi iiuv Davis’ Pais Kii.t.kh
oftet
like magic. The first npplica'ion
r
,i21 and
removes the severest pains,
*
4y rc.
internal. Tooth-ache is imiY
lievcd by applying the medicine.i^lf any
doubt its magic powers let them give it
25 cents.
Sold by
n trjnl—it costs only
druggists generally in the United States
anil Canadas.
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STORE.
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STOCK OF

a

FALL AND WINTER

*■

Shop

BLACKSMITIIING

J

in a neat and commodious manner.
A share
f custom is solicited.
ENOCH L. BltOWN.
33tf
Ellsworth, Sept. 9, 185G.
one

NEW^BOOKS,
by M. HALE—
BOSTON COMMON,
by Mrs.

Just Received

S. PADLEFORD & CO.,

by the
ALSO,

»hicTwmenab,.Pih.c„h“”KnH,';AP

Cheaper
Thry

reeeiv.,1 ihrlr

hay.

EAl.t.

Author of

Zaidco.

'RE MO XT NOTE PAPER A ENVELOPES.

for

IFE OF FREMONT,
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sale by
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respectfully

—

English, Frenrh anil German
CLOTHS,

VESTINGS

hopeless

DRESS, FROCK, SACK
Made

from earinua |inlnir« el
and American Hroadrloth*.

Kualiali, French

black and

New Goods, New Goods.
t
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desirable
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«r*

Am m 5 which
assortments <>f
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Thev have

also on

hand

a

Si.ill
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SILKS!

Plain and Cb.ineiV* Fancy Silk* Af.i-i Aut'ju* Si'ka
d
heap and ri b Pit I 1***1 Str 1(1* >11 am
pattern# C’Ni y «rila nf H!a<'k Silks *»»!»' a. 111“
I
all ™ra!c«. from 87 ct* up tu I
i.tv
Back 1
tireJ ami Broc tin Si ii.
Ur.’* varied>

outstanding accounts not settled in thirty

>• iy« will be left with

j

noHorna, tr.dlar*. Sto.-k*, Oavats Scarf
Pocket IMk'f*. Duder Shirt*. Dr.iw.-r.*, II .s crv Susin y ki f
|*.,der«. ni.n k. White, ind
Gloves;
Silk, Lisle ihrr.nl, and various other
».yltn of

<■1 .ir »

SHA'W J-.S.

CLOVES.
Together

Saddler*

with

large

a

nnu

a*«ortiiieut

an

Ellsworth, June l‘2th,

To Pent,
A
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NEW

attorney for collection.
W. W. ROGERS.
1856.
‘20tf

of

or

v

*.’W

»

KXPRKSSLY LO

1

HOUSE—two

story—finished

throughout, and conveniently arranged.
pMttt
I**|Q|Lhouse is situated
Pine street,
on

near

dwelling in which I reside. It will he sold on
•asunable terms, or let to a good tenant.
Being
■ar the business part of the
village, is a desirable
■cation, and presents a rare chance to secure a good
•sideuee.
Inquire of
C. E. P. CHAMBERLAIN.
Ellsworth, Aug. 26, lb56.
a 1 tf
ic

No. 15 JIANG IE I! STREET /ICV'/'GV
S. AJ. M. be? to inform the Trade generally, that
they have ivw wn hand a large and well selected slock
>f tlie above goods, which they will sell twenty |>ei
cent, cheaper than any oilier House in the trade, ami
will send any ore article by mail, free of
expense. t»
iny part of the United .Suites or British Provinces, m
the wholesale price. Send in your
orders, ami they wil.
lie promptly attended to.
Samuel Myers.
Xo. 16 Hanover at.
Jacob Myers.
lluslun, AJaaa.

Sowing

Machine Threads.

LINEN, COTTON AND SILK of every variety ; al»
TWINES of every description. Manufactured and
imported by
R.OS3 A PEARCE, 7Liberty Sq. Boston

George

L.

Stearns,

Manufacturer of Patent Improved Lead Pipe. Pure
Block Tin Pipe, nod Sheet Lead. Also, Dealer in
Pig and Bar Lead.

gfcPi® (tftseia&S!,
S. fr H.

Gregory,

AMBBOTYPE,
Uaguerrean and Photographic Goods.

JOHN SAWYER
CO 123 Washington Street, Flos
ton, Importers and dealers in G,ass. Plates. Paper. Casea, Frames. Locket* Pure Chemicals, Collodion, Yarmhe-*. 4*°- *ko.
Books on the Art
Order* promptly
*
1
attended to.

Notice of Foriflosiirr.
Sarah R.
tVHKKKA.S,
liyard,
^e.igwicK, in ino lyouin

English. French. German and Italian, Ancient
nlein,

in

Life and Mezz

and

1

?

Landscape

nished

of

tate of

•_

Hint.

am

Wholes.it, and Retail

on

plain, of

and Fancy
Lite be.il terms

every variety.
Also, Dealers
Paintings, Mirrors, AiC- Fur-

HOTEL WAKE. Now opening the moat desirable
ereil lor sale in this city.
These c >ods were made expressly lor the undersigned by some of the first class
mai.maciurers in Europe
Imported by C. E. W1GGIN,
corner of Hanover and Marshall si.. Boston.

■

IHats So

Caps.

A c«l v«r>**y <*f Silk PluaL Hat# Cloth Cap* !(••*
h 1.1
French Fat* B>>a*K do. B».»ls and Mw*e«
1 tiujV ”1
**
r. •!*•
as ■# of
hove Ion 4 le*;
.pti 11 in
mu». n nnd* B* ts. that have 51 vail au:ti aali.i tacti.-n
tor the paai tliiee year*
am

CARPETINGS.
An entire r*esr «» n-’r n f Cirpeli ea of new and fnh
l'iiiah!e aialea i>i Kiiu Si,c Kura and I lire* Ply b'-ui
08 to |l, .17 1 2 Hu?* Sair (’arpe's ami 5*i.nr H'xt# A:
Ala<>a full stock of Onn’erle* K'«*ur Viral. It**f. P«»rk
Iintelher with a full assortment of
laird, Ch**a*. Ac
at*->111 every article uaua'ly found m a variety atofe
The above were bought at liie luweu market price# amt
a«
'n 11»«*• Mat*
wiil be aol
a# cheap as can be Imugh'
I hive adopt*.! the new system quick aalea anil small
lor
c«a%
or
profile,
country punlute.
A. BOB I.NSON.
Kllsworth, S«pt. 25. 1556.

To the

Public.

HUDSON'S AMERICAN SALVE AND
111 UN OINTMKNT, which is paining so
much celebration for the cure <>!' Burns, Scalds,
Cuts, Bruises, Sore Lips and Kyelids, Chapped
Hands and Anns, Sore Nipples, Diseases of
the Skin, Inflammation, Piles, Salt Rheum.
Sores on Children, Chafes, Boils, &c.; and
VROENT,
oh do not prove wl.al they are
rocnmim-ntied, they can b
By S. WAtf.khocse his atty.
is good m all cuhn where an outward appliettirued and the money will tie refunded.
cation is needed.
Ellsworth, Sept. 1G, IS5G.
For the truth of which we
Our Motto—“Small profua and
quick
offer you the following statement:
the undersigned, knowing the above
"We,
S ales.
('ommisMonm’ \oGoe.
Hutment, and having been acquainted with
the undersignisl, having lxvn ap- the Proprietor for
LV7E.
"
many years, can commend
pointed bv the Hun. Parker Tuck,Judge hi* statements to the full reliance of all whom
o f Probate for the
County of Hancock, to re- it may concern.—Signed: Bcnj. F. llnrstow,
ave and examine the claims of the several ; P.
M., .Mattapoisett ; Luring Meigs ; Caleb
outstanding accounts MUST be n reditors to the estate of
(Jrindle, King ; Samuel Sturtovant, Jr., Treasurer, of
settled immediately or they will be j ite of Blnehill, deceased, Chesley
insolIt*
»chester.”
represented
left for collection.
v ent, hereby give
notice that six months 1
Ii Mild, wholesale and retail, by Jos. lludt. mi the eighteenth day of June are allowed >*»•■., Mile proprietor, Mattapoisett, Mass. DrS. PADELFORD A: CO.
» said
creditors to bring in and prove their iers left at *S. X. St H. (i. UtFord’s, 113 Court
I3tf
Sept. 20, iar)G.
aims; r.ndthat we shall attend to that >er- (trout, Boston, will be attended to. Price ‘*5
ice at th.> office of B. \\\ Hinckley,m Blue
•cats per box. The usual discount made to
Commissioners’ Notice.
i, ill, on the last Saturday of November, 1S-3G.
coders.
B.'
W.
IIINCKI.EV,
Wo the subscribers, having been appointed
14
3
w
B.
\V.
DA
LIN'D.
by the Hon. Park Kit Tick, Judgeof Probate
John P.
for tl e County of Hancock, to receive and exMunufautiirer and Dealer iu
Administratrix’ Sale of Real Estate,
amine the claims of creditors to the estate of
Faac S. Kenney late of Orland deceased,
JV virtue of a license from tin* Court of SUNS. & GUN MATERIALS OF EVERY
represented insolvent, do hereby give notice ] Probate for the Coynty of Hancock, I
VARIETY.
that six months allowed to saitl creditors to s] tall sell at Public Auction on tlm 25th
day of
NO. 27 DOCK SQUARE, Boston.
bring in and prove their claims; and that we \ ctober next, at one o’clock, i*. M., so much
shall attend that service at T. C. Woodmans 0 the Real Estate of Joshua fir iodic, late of
Agent for Hitchcock. Muzzv fc O’s Barrels.
office iu Bucksport on the first Saturdays of
urry, deceased, situated in Surry, as will
December and Febuary next.
Curtain Goods,
reduce the sum of three hundred and fifty
TIIO. C. WOODMAN.
dlars, tor the payment of the debts and inciNATHAN WHITE.
AORSTKD DAMASKS. at wholesale and retail.
ental charges.
G I. ,tJ U. KKLTV. 170 Washington St.. Boston
3w35
Bucksport Sept. *20. 1856.

Last Call.

\LL

Lovell,

■

Ranted.
Jh girl

to

do house work.

Inquire

this

at

office.
Ell*worth Sept. 24.

Ortobrr

Ra^azinrs.
Prabam, Ballou, Arth-

Oodey,
and Petersons, ltecieved by
KARPER,
M. HALE.
35tf
ur

tw ptihl.ahed the HUh f Ociotur In pamphlet
form of 4-> |mj(*s a Sermc.n preaohed ai Kaat
Trenli»n, and Indore ttie Hancock Baptist associate n at
Sedgwick in Se|»t. iust This Sermon el if lied warm
Send in your orders.
praise from tin.** who bearp it
(l<> this olfice.) early, at only a limited uumber of coptea
will be puhli^lied —
Th vmi —The Condition of our country —it* Perils
ami il e Help

1|T
W

Ii

Administrators’ Sale of Ileal Es-

OF LETTERS remaining
LIST
Ell.*worth.
the Post Office
at

Po natd
vid

Anderson c ol

Pillsbury

Pa

MARINE NEWS.
CLEARED.
Thiusday, Sept. 18.
Edwud, Smith, Boston.
do.
Superior, Arsy,
ARRIVED.

Sch. Cnbinet. -, Caatine.
Kudora. Curtis,

Friday, Sept.

19.

CLEARED.
Abigail, Lord, Boston.
Wedkrsday,
S*.h

ARRIVED.
Griffin, Boston.
Wkdrbsday Sept. 24.

Panama, Tele. Boston,

CAUTION.
hereby cautioned against
hand, dated at Ellsworth
payable at the Hancock
j.^ept.
I Bunk
signed by Elisha Turtelott (his mark) and J. W. & T. tD. Jones and
C.
endorsed by N.
Reynolds, as said note was
delivered to a person calling himself Wm.
Johnson without a consideration, and payment
of the same has been stopped.
3w35
Ellsworth Sept. 18. 1856.
All persons

are

note of
9th. 1856 and
in sixtv days,

purchasing

a

Hancock County Medical Association.
IHDILL l>e held, at Ellsworth, Wednesday
wMj Oct. 15 at 11 o’clock A. M. at Lo'ds

2S.

K P. Wsrren, Jordan. Boston.
Arooreer, Curtis B»*to.i.

Sch. Vanda lie,
ScU

Sept.

T.HE

Hall—A public addre8» will be expected, in
E. F. SANGER. Secretary.
the evening.
Ellsworth Sept. 25, 1856.

Sch. Forester, Murch. Rockland.
Sch.

Elbworth Bank.

Stockholders of the Ellsworth Bank
Mrs. Hannah T Maddocks
are hereby notified that the anual meeting
K T. Phelps
Lemuel B Rich
for the choice of Directors and transaction of
Mrs Eleanor Robinson
any other business that may legally come before
M A M Sanders
them, will be held at their Bunking room, on
Judaou 1.. Stanly
James Savase
Thursday the ninth day of October next at
Miss Lucretia B Snadford
two o’clock 1*. M.
Mrs. Rosetta S Smith
J. H. CHAMBERLAIN. Cashier.
John V. Turner
3w35
Sclota
sch
True
master
Ellsworth Sept. 25. 1856.
Capt.

^PORT OFBLLSWORTil.
Sch.

By

in

Urine Anderson
John Brown
Miss Sarah J. Brooks
Mrs Sarah Conner
J"h n Paikner
Mrs. Phehe poster
Mr s. Harriet F. Higgins
Pet aim Leighton
John McKeusie
Munroe Weeks
Miss Falla Maylo
Miss Allhia Willson
George H. Morse
Mrs Susan Merritt c ot
Henry S. Young
Pavid Merritt
S. G. WOODWARD, P. M.

■

Surry, Sept. 15,

bite.

of licence from the Court of Prohate for the County of Hancock. I shall
sell at public auction on the premises, on
Thursday the 23d of October next the rever-ion of Dower of the Estate of Jonathan NorHANCOCK BANK.
are
Bank
the
Hancock
hereby wood late of lremont deceased, situated in
The Stockholder# of
notified that the anual meetinv for the choice «l Hired
l remont. in order to produce the sum of three
or« ami transaction of any other business that may
I hundred and twenty-five dollars for the payally coma before them, will bo held at iheir Banking
of the debts and incidontial charges.
room on Wednesday the loth day of Octoiier next at l*>' ment
GKO. U HOPKINS Cashier
BENJAMIN ATHERTON Adm'r.
©‘clock P M
3w3.*»
Ellsworth Sept. 25. 1336.
3w35
virtue

Notice,

J._ BlFFl'M,
Wholesale Bookseller & StationerNo. 2'J
~~

DR. CUKEVKR’S

0- D. ASHLEY,

G.i LVANO-ELECTRIC REGENERATOR.
(Patent iMiied Jan. 15, 1856)A Nttcand Scientific Invsntien,
For the cure of Impotency, Sterility, Prostatic Weak'
lieu, and all affections of the Reproductive Syatern, highly recommended hy the moat scientific medical men.
A Circular relating to the use of the instrument, ema
bracing general treat me of atony of the spermatic organ*, the result of which tends to softening the medullary substance of which the brain is composed, may
be had gratis, and will lie sent to any address by mail,
by their indicating a desire to receive It. All Islters
should be directed to Dr. J. CHEEVKK, No. 1 Treinout
Temple, Boston.

The Parlor

Sewing

STOCK AND NOTE BROKER,
IFFICE, Nos 5 .J- C PIKESIX BUILDING,
(Boar of 5*J Sute Street, Boat on).
Hoc kajbou slit ami Sold on Conimtaeion. No:**
negotiated. Prompt attei.lion given to order*
by mail7

DISEASES

SUCCESSFULlYtREAT.
ED,

1

1

Romnrkablo Cures Performed—WWs
a/AMci

mdo/Laulum—Encouraged by
latronago bestowed upon

the very

liberal

me by ,„y friends and
public, during the past few years, and the exsuccess
which
raordinary
has attended my efforts

bo

the euro of the sick, I am determined
not to
elax my exertion* to further
usefulness, but rathto prepare myself for renewed labers
in my
J un-

or

Machine-

and bcantiful machine, designed for
every variety of Family Sewing and Tailors’ Work,
forms each stitch the same os sowing by hand.—
The superiority of this machine over every other
is at once apparent from the fact that it actually
sew.t, making, with matchless precision, the real
“life-like” hand stitch in all its changes—running,
hemming, over and over, back, and quarter back, and
mile stitching, enabling a person to adapt the stitch
10 mo mw* or laorio as aosircu.
r.very pan is perfectly simple and easily understood ; no underthread
to spool and continaally take care of, as on other
machines ; no peculiar mode of threading the needles ;
no rewinding spools, hut using a
single thread, and
the needles threading themselves, it at once becomes
the lady’s ready seamstress at will, and the tailor’s
substitute for a dozen hands. With tho turn of a
single screw, each different stitch is obtained, in
which a person with (he directions sent soon becomes expert.
No drawing, knotting, looping, chaining, tamboring, skipping, sijiping, or unravelling, but
real ladies' sewing. Every machine is warren ted
perfect, and finished up in a variety of elegant
styles, truly making an ornamental seamstress
Manufactured only by Howard & Davis, Exhibition and Sales-rooin, 202 Washington .Street, Boston.
R. A. JOHNSON, Solo Agent.
now

1

:r

1

lertaking.

That disease

heretofore considered incurable can
conquered, I have abundant proof in my own
xperiance. To name a few particular cases, I

ic

<

eight mention Mrs. P., cured of vomiting blood,
.iter having been given
up by her family nhysi-

<

iver

iantodic. Mr. T. cured of a violent
eruption
hi* head and pin t* of the
body, and prououncd incurable by one of the best
iu Norphysician*
olk county. Air. S. cured of
conguinption. Air.
L of liver and
kidney complaint. Air*. T. of can-

i. of secondary
ayraptoim, after having been brought
ivartho gravo under tin, treatment
ufothor respectphysicians. Miss M. of consumption. Mr.
of very alarming
consumptive symptoms ; and I
night go on with snch cases and lillcolumns. I will
pve any ono the full name of
any of tbo above if
bey will apply to mo at my office.
Utijir, thin, in Jin the iiicJt. I do not make a busiless of
sending medicines to agents, but rely for
peody and sure cures upon being able to prescribe
lie luedicinus
myself. Persons can consult by lcters and have their medicines
scut by express.
.liters I am always glad to
give freely, and perons calling
upon mo need not feel under any oblijations to tako medicines, unless they choose to do

;blo

CKAS.

Has Iu’oii before the public more than *20
year#,
r.i-l is deservedly popular in the cure of

Spavins, Swwni'v, Kin/Nme. Win.lif tII*. Pd#

Kvil, Callout. Cracked Heels. Gall of nil kind*.
Fresh Wounds. Sprains. Bruises, Fistula. Sjj.
fast. Sand Cracks, Strains. Latin nos*. F* endered Foot. Scratched or Orca.sc, Manor. F«..i|
Hot in Sbcop, Oarir»*t in Cows. Khei»nntTi**n,
Bites of Annual*, Kvterual Poison*. Painful
Nervous Atfcctious, Fnmt Bile*. lloiU. Coins.
Whitlows. Burns and Scalds. Chillhlain-. Chapped Hands. Cramps, Contract ions of the Muncies, Swelling*. Weakness of the Joint*, Caked
Breasts, Sore Nipples, Piles, Ac.
.nr Pamphlet.* ifratuitotisl v furnished by rtoonta
with Testimonials of it* utility.
All order* addressed to t.lie Pronm-to-* M If
Iron leu A Co., Look|N»rt, X. Y.
r#-v or sale hr Druggists nml Merchant- </*•»,orally, throw'll the United States, British *»'••**♦#•
sinus, and other Countries. And l»v
2. (J. Peck, Ellsworth; John Stevens, RlucLilt,
f. S. Hancock, Orland; and by dealers in uu-uidno generally.
Wholesale in Portlnnd by il. H.
Hay, and in Huston by Weeks A Potter, ami Hurr
t

Perry.

Iyv2

24

1 LTTE, the
^

town

31 3\v

1856.

N»t iff.
undersigned, Selectmen

of the

.Vurry, hereby give notice
provision has been made for
of

t! at ample
R abort Young, u town pauper, and we forbid all
1' •rsuns, whetuei * evident*) or not of the town, bar*
^ ■ring or trusting said Young ut the expense of
1 c town of .Vurry.
LOWELL GUTNDLE, N Selectmen
of
JAMES W. DAVIS, V
EDWIN' WOOD, j
.Vurry,
1856.
Surry, Sept. II,

rntpsn

Engineering,

Aiubrotypes,

Cuttings

['tie

street where these unrivalled
pictures can be obtained.
J. BRIGGS, (Successor to J. H. Cutting),

only place outlie

Agents Wanted.

hereby gives public no-'

EDWARD
ODIORNE,
HARDWARE COMMISSION MERCHANT

DEAFNESS CURED

Notice.

caused, If the licking of a watch can be heart!
inquiry addressed to DK. BOARDMAN, So
Place, Button, attended to.
Remedies and Apparaius sent by Express.

However

Bunk

Letters oi
lg Suffolk

Stockholders of the Bucksport
are hereby notified that the annual meetchoice of Directors and transaction
the
for
ig
^ I any other business that
may legally come
Boston
pfore them, will be held at their Banking
(Established in 1817;.
second
October
the
of
on
torn,
Thursday
day
TYPES, PRESSES & PRINTING MAext, at three o’clock, P. M.
TERIALS.
KDWAK1) SNVAZEY, Cashier.
Of the best quality, furnished promptly by
34 2w
Bucksport, Sept. 17, 1856.
JOHN K, ROGERS Jt CO.
f

rllE

Type Foundry,

j'

Flags.—R.

,
^

v

recieved 500 yards of
pUST from
the

[)

Black Silks di-

importers, making the largest
usortment and the greatest variety of grades
ver offered foy sale in this market, some of
rect

hicli

are

of noted brands end very Rich.
—ALSO—

DRUGS

*Vo. 85 4*87 Court Strut. Constantly on hand, the
best ICE CREAM, PLUM am! FANCY CAKES, he...
he. Table Ornaments of every description supplied
at the shortest notice.

c.

PIANOS & MELODEONS TO LET
$4.00 to $10.00'per quarter,

^

A GENERAL ASSORTMENT OF

Water Colot, Crayon,

or

Mill

BoarJs, Panels Brushes, Pallettes, Easels,
Varnish, Oil Sketch Blocks, &c.

ENGRAVINGS,
in

Line. Mezzotint, Lithography he.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
GARDNER CHILSON hai just completed
and patented in America, England and
France, his new invention—the “CONE”
FURNACE—and asks the special attention
of those about erecting or remodelling buildings, as well as dealers in Hot Air, Steam, or
Hot Water Furnaces, and all interested in
Steam Power to carefully examine this invention, which entirely changes the principle
and character of Hot Air Furnaces, developing ANOTHER

AND

A

NEW

PRINCIPLE,

and obviating all former objections to their
use.
The practical operation of a number of
these Furnaces, erected during the past winter, points out a new discovery in science by
which the most wonderful economy in; fuel
has been attained, and clearly demonstrates
that the waste heat lost from chimneys is
enough to warm every dwelling in the city.
By this invention the heat formerly lost is
made to warm the house.
This discovery—simple in itself—is the daily wonder of those who witness its results, and
it becomes a matter of surprise, that a plan at
once so simple and practical in its operation,
should thus far have entirely escaped the noWe believe no one who
tice of scientitic.men.
investigates this principle will be liable to use
nee constructed on any other principle,
invite all who would witness its operacall at the store of
CHILSON, GOULD & CO.
Nos. 99 & 100 iilackstone street, Boston.

Boston

Employment Booms,

At the Employment Booms, 31 Exchange Street. Emp|(i>'t*ro |ctre furnished with Clerks, Salesmen, B>»ok
Keepers, Porters, Bar Keepers, Waiters, Coachmen.

medicines,

consult-!

:nses,

especially Prolupus Uteri,

and unnatural

PATENT
uppressions, weaknesses, and debilities.
I)r. Spear is now
being visited by one thousand fnay be found the celebrated
mtients every month, some of whom travel hunMEXICAN MUSTAXG LIX1MEXT.
irons of miles to Sonsult him uud to obtain his
T.itrnaomlbi
Mor«..%i
Warren's. Kclleycs and
ia.se.
After giving his remedies a fair trial, if a er anil ftalt. Rheum
bvrup; Arnold s * ifal 1-101*1,
uro is not effected, he will
pay any other physi-j Atwood’s Ext. Dandelion, Rrant's Purifying Ex|, ian who w ill effect a cure, his bill, not exceeding tract, Rail’s Sarsaparilla (Johu), Gay's Cloud
HOO. Persons at a distance can consult him by
Purifier, Green’s Indian Panacea, Hay’s Humor
; otter, enclosing a stamp to pay the postage.
Syrup, Hampton’s Vegetable Tincture, » sure cute,
E. D, SPEAR Indian Doctor,
Kennedy’s Medical Discovery, Morse's Svrup YelNo. 18 Knceland Street, Boston, Mass.
low Dock, Ordway’s Humor Discovery, Peruvian
Syrup, Rad way's Resolvent, Rhodes’ Fever a.id
Agurc Cure, Sands’ Sarsaparilla, Shaker
VA RSISU !
VA RMSH !
pnrilln, Townsend’s Sarsaparilla, Old Dr .•iic«*l»’s,
The subscribers would call the special no- Mc.Munn’s Elixir of Opium, Mrs. V\ iitvhvt's
ice of Railroad Can, Umsiiius and Coach
Soothing Syrup, Shaker Extract Valerian, V ilUilders, and Piano Forte manufacturers, to sop's Neuropathic Drops.
he fact that we possess advantages second to
l)r. Abbott’s Ritters, Peck's Jaundice Dili rd
1 lo other establishment for the manufacture of and Fife’s Indian Yegitable Hitters, Atwoods Physical, Brown’s Sarsaparilla and Toiiutt-., Chu*'s
IE LIABLE VARNISHES,
We have engaged with us Mr* Jons Bar- Sherry Wine, one nud two qtx, Langley V Kott ui.d
Herb Hitters and almost every other kind in iuu.
1
ock, an experienced Varnish Maker, from Halm
of Thousand Flowers, Cold Crmiii, j-L/h
Newark, X. J., whose reputation among cus- J Ralls, Liquid Rouge,
Ac., Ac. Ayer’s Cln»iy
omers is sufficient
for
the
guaranty
superiority Pectoral, Allen’s Cough 1lozenges, Rrant's Pul1 f our varnishes.
Clarke’s
Rulsiun,
monary
Cough Syrup, Bachelor's
They are put up as ordered in secure pnek- Hair Dye, Harrison’s Hair Dye. Liniments of all
wood
of
or
for
kinds
Musk
tin. No charge
barrels—
; Ramey's
ge.s
Cologne, Barney s Shaving
ther packages subject to charge.
Cream, Raruey’s Verbena Water ; Ayr's Sugar
Strict and prompt attention given to nil or- Coated Pills, Hrudreth’a *Pills, Weight's Indian
Vegetable ; Court Plaster Ac., Ac. ; Dutch*r's
iers.
Dead Shot for Red Hugs, Prof. Mohr’s German
For sale on favorable terms, bbls I MIT A
HON ENGLISH LOACII BODY VAlt- Ely Paper ; Salves aud Ointments of nearly v\ciy
kind
aud
other article usually kept
in
USII; ELASTIC COACH do.; IMPERI- such u; Store.every
4tf
AL do. do.; Nos. 1 & 2 COACH or CAR;
RIAGE do.; EXTRA POLISHING do. for
;
Arnohl s Globule* Vital Fluid
*ianos, &c.; No. 1 Polishing do.; Flowing d<».;
! loach Picture
PUEVKNT TIIB
do.; EXTRA LIGHT FVRUTUltE do., for CHAMBER SETS; Nos. LASSITUDE DEBILITY AND FAINTNESS OF
& 2 Furniture do ; Hard White
SPRING WEATHER.
Flowing!
lo., for Walls or Light Marbling; Damur
By lessening or tempering and modifying the
io.; superior Black Enamel do., for Carriage DHeels which
’ops ; Leather or Harness do.; Shellac do.; j
CHANGE IN THE ATMOSPHERE
,’uach Japan ; Brown do. or Drying.
Having upon the system through their action upufi
STIMSON.

Men on Kaiiiauds. Sleamliouts and Farms,
Alsu, uiria as looks,
Mures, 1 ratios, Ate.
Chambermaids, Seamstresses, Laundresses, liirls fur
Housework, Ac.
Please call «>r send In your order*. If situations are
not procured for those parlies who apply fur employment
uo charge will l>e made.

VALENTINE

iroad st., Boston.

Grooms.
Boys fur

Card.—Rostov, July 1,

ffl

M. Yale.

So, 14 Commeroial Street, Boston, nays particulai
attention to the manufacture of Flags of every cescriplion.

Orders from the country promptly attended to.
FLAGS and TEN Ta, of all sixes, lu let on reasouabli
terms.

Boston Mercantile Academy.
MERCANTILE

BUILDING, SUMMER ST.. BOSTON

:

Particular attention (raid to getting up different maused by the trade, viz; Hulling Splitting, and

chines

Cramping machines, Ac.
articles In

All

dTb

line

lowest

rates.

at_the
stedman & COour

sub-j

China & Glass Ware
Earthen,
Also dealers in
Looking Glasses.

Paper Hangings,
Ware, Plated Ware, Clock*. 4*c. Ouginal
packages containing an assortment of Table, Tea and
Pullet Ware, suited for country trade, constantly on
Bri/annia

Glass Ware fur Canada Trade.

pill LB It 1C IL

NO. 62 HANOVER STREET, BOSTON.
School,
Books and Stationery wholesale and retail.
Miscellaneous. Law, Medical, Mechanical, Theological,
Ciassicaland Foreign, at the lowest rates.___

Fairbanks A Beard,

WHblesaleand Ildtail dealers in
MINERAL and SODA WATER. CONGRESS SPRINGS
WATER, A! E, PORTER, CHAMPAGNE CIDER and
LAGER BEER. lu bottles and barrels. Suppl ad ou
reasonable terms.
Howard Athenxum Building, Howard, St., Boston.

Rats at
MU

HANOVER

lion.
UKTS and

Wingate's

New Store.

ST., BOSTON, opposite Polio Sl>-

CAPS of all descriptions constantly
hand at cash prices.
tO-Hats made to order and repaired.

(TbTockery

on

WAKE.

Bassett A Pierce,
Importers of
CROCKERY, CHINA AND GLASS WARE,
40 £ 42 BROAD ST., UOSTOM.

Safe Light.

uigui

unit

the

fluid

through

tho

lay. Thus all humors ami impuritcs are lir*t annihilated hy a chemical action ami then cleansed
iway or carried from tho system hy medicinal ac-

tion. Vitality of mind and frame is retained and
the dull listless feeding of weariuess and lassitu .o
as warm Spring weather advances is prevent or
banished. The glow of full life is felt in all its
luxury—the free glad sensutiou of buoyant health
and abundant energies.
Ill'It 11. FOSTFll A CO. 1 Cornhill General A gout
MANSFIELD A CO. 11 City Wharf Special Agent

l4tf.
NEWELL'S PATENT SAFETY' LAMP
^ ; LAMP FEEDER: Warrented to prevent
11 accidents from the use of Burning Fluid,
Professor
,’ateni Oil, Re»in Oil, Camhcne, and other
GERMAN
FLY PAPER!
for
used
the
compounds
production
>xpl»»sivc
Fon tho sure and cor
>f light. This invention is applied to Com*
tain destruction of Flies,
non Fluid, Solar and Camhcne Lamps, Lamp
Ants, Lugs, Mus.juotoc*,
Fluid
etc.
Feeders,
Holders, Lanterns,
Ac.
We respectfully invite the attention of the
This valuable article
mblic to Newull’s improved Solar Fluid
is offered to the 1'uLHo
Lamps, in the urgand form, which gives a
us a
Deadly Poitou for
Heady, brilliant flame, the nearest to gas that
the above named |Ht»t* to
las ever been produced, the cost of burning j
all Housekeeper* uud
jeing less than one cynt an hour.
Families.
These Lamps are particularly adapted to
it is perfectly simple
ami safe, yet sure and
Churches, Hotels, Factories, Stores and Parcertain in it* action.lors. Oil Solars can he altered using the same
*r to be apprehemletl from
shade. Common Fluid Lamps can be changthe iiisects poisoning
ed to Safety Fluid Lamps.
anything they may c*uuo in
eontuet
after
the paper; and it
with,
leaving
Professor Silliman says, “All the so-named
susesses a
advantage over all < titer pouoit*
burning fluids aue explosive whether limp d in its not greatliable
hi
be
being
mistaken, thereby proir colored, and to pretend thut they are not so:
venting the serious accidents which are of almost
Is to deceive the public, but with the protec- !
daily occurrence, it can be hung oa the walls n
Lion above named, 1 should hav: no hesitation j a room oriu the window, out of the rvaeh of chilLo use it. and I do with entire confidence redren,—although little fear need be apprehended
commend it to my friends and others who i of its injuring them.
consult me on the subject, always protesting
BURR, FOSTER A CO., 1 Cornhill, Host m.
Against its unguarded use which has produced General Ageuts for tho New England States.
Ellsworth.—C. G. FECK.
so
and
fatal
results.’’
eptui'il
many distressing
These Lamps have been extensively used in
All parts of the United States for more than
HAZEN& FRNCH.
lour years, and there lias not the slightest acNo. 0^ Broad—four doors soulk fr.iiiv
cident occured with them. They have the
sanction of the greatest scientific skill of the
Milk St. Bostou.
country, sueh as Professor B. Silliman, Prof.
Oder
for Sate it low prices
J. Robb, l>r. Chos. 1\ Jackson, Dr. A. A*
Haves, etc.
Linseed Oil
White F.eart
We keen constantly on hand the best of
Zinc AYhite
Spt« Turpentine
Burning Fluids.
VuruUhn
Pure Verih.rr i*
Copul
For sale wholesale and Retail by NEWELL,
Colon iu oil
Jupau
WILLARD & Co., No. 28 Bromfield Street. together with a full assortment at lire Color
Boston.
common l'ru • and WtudowUlam.
I Ivd

Hohr’s

STREET, near India street, Boston.
Importers A Wholeaals dealer* in

JL

and

Liu) i<i»ouics ni

_

165 MILK

hand.

Cheap

MEDICINES,

an! the blood. Tha Fluid is
preperation entirely distinct from the Globules but haring all their chemical qualities and all their medicinal ones a bo
185G.—The
jxcept Cathartic powder for Which a laxative is
years past manu- icsstitutcd. It is wcll.to taketthem in connection—
x-

I

mm nahiim*

gTpFck,

advertising

l’cncil Draw-

Oils,

MEDZCKSS.

other^hysician,

with a deduction of the rent in case of purchase within
year.
OLIVER DITSON, 115 Washington St., Boston.

one

criber. having for several
actured Varnishes for Messrs. Bigelow
J •rice, of Newark, N. J., taxes this method to
Mechanical
tiform those interested in the sale and conHAY. COFFIN $ CO.. Practical Mechanics, DesignBrooks & Mocuen.
umption of Varnishes, that he is now engager. umi Draftsmen,
4 Fulton, A 2 Shoe k Leather its, < 'd and interested with Messrs. Stimson, ValITY EXCUASGE BUILDISGS, OFFICE, 72 No. I Blackstoue, A
entine & Co., oi Boston, in their Varnish csImporters an J Dealers in
Entrance No. 10 Devonshire, near State St Boston.
ablisliment, and with pleasure would [solicit
or the firm the
patronage of his friends and
Patent
he public.
JOHN BABCOCK.
of
LEATHER.
A
MANUFACTURERS
123 WASHINGTON St. BOSTON.

T. sell BOOKS. MEDICINES, PERFUMERY, Ac.—
Subscriber
Tins is ail excellent
The best commissions given.
tioe to all concerned, that he has been duly :hance for persunsuul of employment. Address (stamp
H B SKINNER,
I inclosed)
a >point«d and has taken upon hitusclf the trust of
01 Union St,ieel. Boston.
a
Executor of the last will and testament of I
in
the
of
I
late
of
£ noch Page,
County
Uucksport,
G,
l ancock, deceased, by giviug bond as the law diets. lie therefore requests all persons who arc in- !
d •bted to the said deceased’s estate, to make imAgent for the sale of Porcelain Door Knobs. Door
11 ediatu payment, and those who have any dePlates, and all styles of decor.ila.l Porcelain Good*.
11 anils thereon, to exhibit the same fur settlement.
17 DUASE STREET, BUSTOS
REUBEN PAGE.
Uucksport, Aug. 10, ’56.

IMlE

H orda of Caution.—This is an
age of new thing? :
nuong luuok good tbere is luucli humbug. Be not
>vei -anxious to be
experimented on. For ten ye its
AND
liavo found my medicines to be safe
and cflieu:ious, and the public may rely that
will do
they
that is promised for them.
/ Wnrnnt n Cure in all curable
cases.
If a porion gives
my remedies a fair trial without reoievn.*s recently reserved n now lot oT
ng tlie promised benfit, and is afterwards cured
FRKS1I DRUGS, MEDICINES, PEli
by
ume
I will refund all the money
FU’MERY Ac., and now has on iiuml
midinct
the largest and best selected St**ck «»f
MKDlC'lNES ever ottered in this vildescription of my
nnd many
icrtificatcs of remurkable
cures, together with lage, and are warranted to be frekli and m-W, amt
uuch useful information, can bo had
by applying no humbug. He keojw a geucral assortment of
it my office. My book sent
by mail on the re- i Medicines used by physicians, together with
:eipt ol a postage stamp.
PATENT AXDTllOMSOXIAX MEDICINES,
The following is my
card :—
h. I); SPEAK, INDIAN
so much cel-1 WASHING AND
DOCTOR,
BURNING FLUID,
mrated for his remarkable
cures, may be
;d at his office, No. 18 Knceland
street, from b A. Spirits Turpentine, Japans,White Lead, Sperm Oils
VI. to 2 P. M., upon all diseases and conditions of1 Candles, Washing powders, Soup, Dye Stalls, Winho human system, free of
dow Glass from 7Xtt to 20X28, Trusses, Support*.:?,
charge.
As usual, Dr. Spear gives
kinds, Citron, Currants, Raisins,
special attention to' Spices of all
Irish Moss, Pickles, Nuts, Confecth nihromc forms ol disease, Humors in the
blood, Tamarinds,
dyspepsia, Consumption, Skin diseases, Urinary ary, Fruits Ac., Ac., which are a few of thcarticiv*
lilficulties, abnormal condition of the Kidneys, that comprise his Stuck. Among the uiauV popuiiver and Heart ; Rheumatism ; all female dis- lar

COPB1AND,

CONFECTIONER

PENMANSHIP, BOOK-KEEPING,
Different patterns of Rich and low priced
IBS II. M. PEIIHY, proposes to open a 2 5
Flags. Tents * AwningsTUB ELEUESTAR VW’ HIGHER ESGLISh
Build- | S tripe and Plaid Silks, with a few patterns of
in
Lord’s
u
m,m
School
ill
FLAGS, fur Political and other Clubs, nude In order
STUDIES,
Iff private
For
sale
Mori
Silks,
cheap by
schol- 1 deli
Antique
bykAMPRKLL A MARBLE, Sail Makers, 35/ Coin
ingon Monday the fith day of Oct nest,
LANGUAGES AND DRAWING.
j
A. ROBINSON.
I uurcial Street, Bunion.
*
ars of any age over five years solicited.
| Ellsworth Sept. 25. 1850,
36tf
tO-Orders from the country promptly attended to.
J. W. Payson.
L. B. Hanford.
3w35
Ellsworth Sept. 2S. l»ali.
M

Compriein? the greatest variety of Foreign Fancy
••Mule to be found in the city, and which |»»rrha**r#
iro invited in examine.
5 KILBY Sf„ BOSTON.

CORNHILL, liOSTON. loiter, Fancy, Note
Pajiers, at the lowest prices.

and Billet

—

>

«*

Books

Implements for

.■

v

buy

STATIONERY,

ENGRAVINGS.
M

v

AL

Importers of Watch Material*, Watch Glasses
Tools, Jewelry, Watches &c.

Boston to

BURNHAM’S COLLEGE. SCHOOL, AND LI
BRAKY FURNISHING ROOMS,
No- 53 $• 60 CORNU ILL, BOSTON.
Buy yonr Books he e and you will lie satisfied.

This

s7&77myYr«. 7

place in

—

/

at

inf?.
I 'M.oril, CORN AND MKAI, C'OX- Academies and Teachers supplied with Engravings am
Draw ing Paper, London Board. Crayons, PeninateiuiU for the (JR EG FA .V A* .1 Y77Q I'E PAFXT
including
[ stantly on hand, and of the best l\G mi the
best terms.
cils, Water Colors in boxes or separate cakes, Moist
J K WIGG1N, Printseller,
Colors fur sketching from Nature.
No IS# I retimnl Street,
opposite the Mujcuin.
^ ualitv for sale low hv
-MATERIALS
FORI’ll KINS & JOY.
Frames, Paintings, Looking Glasses, &c.
OIL PAINTING,
Peters Corner Store Main St.. 18tf
ALT LED A. CHILI'S A CO., Xu. It) Tremont Street
H *tcn. Manufacturer of PICTURE FRAMES
orcomprisin': Colors in Tubes, Prepared Canvas and Paper,
namented

Tdinuroiuery ailks,

.1! S ik etc: Pl'lti.‘MASK
A r L hi k L a Di KS.

COM .MOD

is

P. Bartlett. Edw. K. Kimball.

Gregory._BOSTON.

For sale.

-Main ', widow, on the JOiH oT*!Vinri-?i,
\ It. 185-3, by her deed of Mortgage of that
ate
conveyed
to me, the subscriber, u cer- |
0”We are also prepared to make up
LOTHING i<* Tiler, in the neatest and most w uk 1 lin tract or parcel of land situated in said
mtlnlike manner.
S edgwiek, as described in her said Deed,
* hu h Deed is recorded in the
Hancock ItegOUK CUSTOM DEPARTMENT
tcr Hook 101, Page 108, to which reference
t»e excefle.J in the Slate, a* we have one ofth
tl my he had for a more
I
Velvet#
S If- »•*« a id
4 .11-I 4
Mlk •*.
Collar a 3
particular descri lion
-at
areful ai .! *ricntiiii’( uUrr* iii the
1‘* •.»*t.tii«« I.cira* *r
t Ki!i i'» >«, M A ••
Vela*-*
Country engag o f the premises ; and whereas the condition of
j
W
J
>ii«ker ed. to era that such work is rightly d>»u«.
n
-i
1 Fen’
ii ,*-n
q,
iid Mortgage has been broken, I hereby give;
a Mn.-tiel I.men and French
i-Jj I ut! above good:'. will at all times be sold at very
*‘i Mkn;* F
Ftiirie
ti otice thereof and claim to foreclose the same
b»w price*.
>
tin* k *.bt••«!»*! * a:»d Ml* nn
Bon 11a l.aa ,«
ItjrLet two thing* l»e distinctly understood; 1st. \V a [•cording to the statutes of this State.
K‘ tali’, ant leather B: lU, Tattle l.inena, Shilling*
CAN.N't »T 1>* undersold1; and ad. Ifall articles Hold It
s
ip-*. Ticking A.:
W YElt <i. S
Cashmere. Silk Bn,’ ami square Water!..) Pierre
iLl\ Ik; Male. Umpire and S .mcIi haw Is Llhil.1.eo# d<*
Ac A
1
her
(is as and fl"T« d». .»n ! shj w I
i»
t» •rnnn (.’1 «ih
a-th a lull a«*<»ri me it of UuL •.«’ C.
is. 11*.l Blue,
I'.vlmere# and P-***km« lUird* Vii;
Allied. Whit* ami V ib! .a Fia.i .*!*, Storta :* .d 1'iaw
I an! C'ash un-re Coves, W.Ca*h
era Lts'e.K
v H
an ! P*
1
Kn
1 uti
11
me'* a' J
cie. to 5 I, K i- Ii S*i a o I
t ape* \* r '11 ?ht t oi’.ira tr mi

S.

MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS.
23 and 25 Court Street,
^ H
C. W. Robinson

;

Goods.

White Shirt*

■SILKS!
a

Furnishing

tim^lumi*.

an

27tf

SPECIAL NOTICE.
All

I1

A largo assortment of

to tins in*rk*t
Thibet*
^t| shad-*.
Fu ■'*»*. a Arcat.ltite, C»«!
.*rr I'u
■<
.Mohair s, « Warp lot in..«. Shinny Pianla It
M i'!.mitCiU», lia.v Silk Plaids Ihdat.tj# Print#

l.ytMie***, P.p'ms

DRV GOODS. MATTINGS, CARPETS Ac.
Removed to the New Granite warehouse,
Nos. 94,9G, and 98 Federal fit, Boston.
David F. McOilvrav. Jos. Colby,
Jos. J Howe.
Wyman.

KELLEY & LEVIN.

Are removed from Washington street to
No. 11 .WINTER STEEET, ROS TON.
tQ^The \V are rooms of Washington Street fur thirty
years, established in 1825.

St. Boston.

DAVID F. McGILVRAY As CO.,
and wholesale dealers In FOREIGN A DOImporters
MESTIC

A

These celebrated lrniromente art carefully and
•trntially made of the inoet improved putter- * ami
finiah, ami for ea«e of action, rtchneae and power of
Arc receiving by the Steamer* and Packet* from Eli
not iMirpna*ed by any in the Country.
The
r*»|K?. « c Mnjilete av-uirtmeiil of Fancy ..Uoud* a..d Drug- | tone, :tfe
Melndeoti Orffun ha a a Si|l»dfct**t of deep and lull loi.e,
list* Artie le*, vit :
makinff it very rfeelmh'e for Church tree.
L UllIK'S EX TR A C TS.
All instruments warranted. Wafaruom, 2*> Wa.-h*
SO A /'.V. fn,m Low. Sort A' Uenhotf.
at.. Boston.
BA YLEY A- ft LEW'S PERFUMES.
A TKINSON'S perfumes.
MARIA FARINA COLOGNES. 1711
LIGHT! LIGHT! LIGHT!
JOSEPH ANTOIN COLOGNE.
PI PER S' POMADES.
GA1** FIXTURES, of the moat deeinht* pot*-o«.
MAVGENET A' ('OH DR A Ys PERFUMERY.
f'iianduliefa. Bracket*, Pettd.mia, kc.. with *ve-f ■'*#*
ENGLISH, FRENCH + AMERK'AN BRUSHES Cription of Lamp* illantlfactored and lof estle Cheep
ENGLISH S' FRENCH TOOTH BRUSHES.
A Ibm. Burning Fluid and Cantpltena, at the
.u«vo#t
ENGLISH
1M ERICAS PL A YISO ('ARDS.
price*.
VIOLIN STRINGS A- TRIMMINGS.
SMI TM fc TAR BELL, l‘J Washington St., B ..ton.
NS
A CCOR DEO
^ FL UTINA S.
BRONZE GOODS.
PORTE MONNAIES. LEATHER BAGS.
RETICULES.
DESKS. WORK BOXES. DRESSING CASES.
MA THEM A TIC A L INSJ’R UM ENTS.
PAPIER MACHE GOODS.
PLATED CARD BASKETS $ OTHER GOODS.

!

o.

<•

style]of good

Kilby

'>.“8. PARKS,
AUTUMN IMPORTATIONS,
Manufacturer of
1856MELODEONS, SERAPHINES A ORGANS.
I
ih.K

ADAMS'BODICE^ CORSET

Dry Foods,

Invite the the attention of Merchants visiting the
city, to their lareeaud very complete assortment which
is kept fresh and complete throughout the
year, viz
Woolens and Clothiers’ Hoods, a full stock.
StuITt. Merinos, Alpacca*. Lyonese Cloths. Ac.
Dress Fabrics—Silks, Delaines, Prints, Ginghams,
Ac.
Linens—Diapers, Damasks, Tabic Cloths Handkerchiefs, Ac.
White Goods—Muslins and Cambrics of all kinds.
Blankets—White and Colored, ot all qualities.
Carpetings—Velvet, Tapestry, Ingrain, Fine, Extra
Fine, Ac.
Canton matlines,-4 x 4 5x4 5X4, whiteand col’d,
Hosiery and Gloves— Ladies’, Gants’ and children’s.

William

LEATHER.
4‘J .j- 11 PEARL STREET, Rostov.
Have on hm.d a stock of Hie lient mninifaciitre, wlilc.1i
they will •HI al the lowest price in lit', market for cant).

The best

Scotch & Continental

Nos. 25, 37 Ac 39

6t S BOSS.

C. & M. COX,
WHOLESALE DEALERS IV MOOTS. SHOES AND

kicuardsona co."

fin porters oi

Xo. 23 Water Street, opposite Simmons'
Block, Boston.

MUNCII A CO.

I. A.

Sail

OF THE BEST QUALITY.
—ALSO—

received.

Ellsworth, Aug. 1st, 1856.

Joys’Clothing,

and

I»rv Ii..-.*!*
an I S'i »*a
tuny l.- I.im.d

broil rill

!f

uiukfully

handsome aniortment of

A large assortment of
Boys
lo in.ike
up.
AV

t|ualilieo

zr Orders promptly attended to, and favors

VE S T S

CHEAP!
mw

■

Ge

Fancy Doeskin Pants

HCSINK.-.S l'A Vr>. ,.( all
at,lea and
oik
I.anting, Cashmere and Va entia

14

«F ALL SIZES.

RAGLAN (>\ LRCOAT.S, the most
beautiful garment out.

ft?1" We refer our readers to John P. Lovell's
advertisement in our advertising columns_
Wo advi«»e all in want of guns either at wholesale or retail, to give him a call.

lain..*

MILL,

and

Business Coats
man

juat
V!!OC!NM)\
<i|t*niri» Ur<*
.fiiass
1,'rockery

I^HE

FILL A,\D WIMFR (T,0TII1\G!
of the
fishionablc styles,

successfully
any
Lilian free of postage. Prc rripiions, medicine
and Ieters of advice forwarded. Noperson received for a less term than three months.
Health Office (up stairs) No 385 Washington Street. Boston.

jTm. bebeeT

REMOVAL.

AND WINTHi
»*r*up'*rio 1l
their
gTeat sacrifice; beside* he has now on hand
orlmei.t by
9 I'M IK subscriber would
by Ihein |o« h-- puh c
inthe most extensive and best selectfd stock
Among their etnck may be found a !ar and extan'
*•
form all who are in want of a hamhome,
of goods that can be found in any city in the sive assortment of
^ arable, cheap, ami ornamental FRONT FENCE,
New England States, and we cheerfully in• iat he will keep constantly on hand a handsome
vite our friends and the public generally to
rtiele of turned posts and bannisters and will
a
call.
him
give
irn any
pattern desired. Please call and examII ic specimens at my store, at the West end of the
Nutritive Principle.—Hr. Alfred O Hall orall color, amtiinaliilra ami ,.flho lateat
W. W. ROGERS.
Imporlallon 1 ridge.
and
moat
author of the New Theory of Medical Practice
raahioraltlaaljrlaa. Also an enlen.ive aa»,|t
Ellsworth Sept. 2, 1866.
32inentof
on the Nutritive Principle, can he consulted by
letter or in person, on every form of disease.—
The benefits of this New Method of treatment
need no comment, it is snfc and satisfactory
"I*1*". *“">«. Oreiiaillnea. Ca.hmere. and
eases
in the most
Vegetable medi- M4rnei.lee.nlall
-(:)*tylce and color*.
Together
with
5
^
cines are used, reviving to the organs of di- a complete assortment of
subscriber raainufactures, and keeps constantly for sale, at the
gestion, and Nutritive fluids commence the
He can give the best rework of restoration.
STE^AIVI
ferences ; tour years’ residence has secured the
most
c n the west end of the bridge, PLUGS AND
confidence of many of the fir-t classes. Invawhich
Among
may be found
in
section of the
lids treated
p"",riv

B

work naonhip, naw c»i.*t iliite*
Ur the tariff *t ever offered

TEAS, OILS Ac.

Varnhamc.

MAGDALEN HEPBURN,

Ilavini dispose,Inf iticir OI.I) STOCK OF
GOODS
"»'• ,“k«> xlMMam
or 11 if
proaauro In i!» m. n
>“*"« ..

than Ever.

DEALERS I.V

BOOTS

WAREIIOOMS,

GROCERS,

Nos 116 & 118 State Street Boston.

at

the West end of the Bridge, whero the
Iessrs. Joy once carried on the business, whero he
ill attend to the calls of all who muy want

BICE,

WHOLESALE

BLACKSMITH SHOP English,
FIIE Subscriber has taken

Ever offered for Sale in Ellsworth

ment to purchasers than can he found in any
©thru stoic in this city, «« he is drtrhminf.d
to close off his entire stock this fall, even at a

F. dt F.

4 LL persons indebted to the Subscriber
are requested to cal’ and settle iinmeditely, or their accounts wiil be left for collecion.
It. BENNETT.
34 3w
Ellsworth, Sept. IS, ’56.

Furnishing Goods,

bargains;

numerous

Notice.

CLOTHING

AND

offers greater induce-

now

AGENTS,

People to be Clothed
-AT THE-

CLOTHING

Carpets at HunrcEn Prices*—We learn
that on aueoiint of an expected change in
business, that E. C. STEVENS, at No. 272
WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON, is
DETERMINED to Sell OUt his IMMENSE Stock of
carpetings immediately, and we therefore
wish to inform our numerous renders and the
public of the fact that they may avail thcinselvesof this opportunity of pnrehashing goods
in the almve line at a very low pnicE.
We
have l)Ought many goods at the nl>ovc named
establishment, and can trulv say that we were
wki.l satisfied

(Tii lio inserted weekly, five Weeks.)
must call aud settle
7, 1
immediately, or Published by B. K. RICHARDSON A
shall not hold myself responsible for the
oil sequences.
CO.,
“A word to the wise is suflicioni.”
ADVERTISING
asa McAllister, m. dEllsworth, Sept. 17,’56.
34 tf 8 Joy's Building, 81 Washington 8t

Halfla* Many

ELLSWORTH

3Uoertiscments

Boston

_

HAMLIN.

tention of our readers to the above named Lamp, it being the only lamp that has
proved entirely successful. It is constructed on the principle of the cele-

and

4 LL persons indebted to the Stdwcriber,
either by note or account, prior to Nov.

FOR

Newell's Paltnt Safety Lamp.—It is
with great pleasure that we call the at-

brated Davy Lamp, and has the sanction
of the most scientific skill of the country. We most heartily recommend it.

War in Kansas! !

18.000Maj I

—fc——■—————■1
i'j>

■

«»<r.—

in.

S. M. PKTTEXGII.L & CO.’S

BOSTON BIS1NFSS DIRECTORl.
SEPTEMBER,

,

h \ L I, I $ T 0 \

BUTT’S

W

1666.
]s

The great number of radical cures of
thin the last few ycat*-. by the use of 1'R- J- A'
lELP?S Spiral spring Truss***,ha* givtn thorn
Hi* apparatus f
^ s preference over all other*.
t], e correction ann cure of all kinds of deformities
Hospital,
ai e used at the Massachusetts General
d are recommended by the first Surgeons in Euat the
sale
For
and
America.
[jc
Sign of the Golded Eagle, Cb Tremont Street,
w

n ro

[»at they
represented.
siting propel ties rend* it
coding
n indispensable requisite for tin toilet
£ ;uv Mills of all kinds, Shafting.
a 10.,
/U.RNE1T
JOSEPH
Prepared only by
^ nd every ther description of Machinery made to
Tremont Street, Boston.
Also, Johnson's Ixntier on 'reasonable terms.
<
f ,cd
E AOL E
Mar)iinrs,
Stavf
Sawing
Shingl'and
Rid refi-.

It*

are

w

■•ton.

j

MILLS,

PORTABLE CIDER

Parers,

Apple

Agricultural Warehouse

j

Tomato and Truit Cans, Portable Crist Mills,
II i-M Powers, Winnowing Mills. all kinds of Farm
Tools, Seeds and Guano, by

47. j

4 63

\

.1

BLM'KST0\E ST.,

BOURSE Sc CO.,

Brooks & Mecuen,

Ncs.

N-. '. Block stilt**, 2 A 4 Fulton, and 2 Shoe and
Leather Sts., B ton. Importer** and Dealers in

Root

f

Manufacturer'

Leather.,

\l=o—SEAMI.OS

THOMAS E. MOSKLY iSTcO.,"
Importer.4, and Wholesale and Retail Dealer? in

and

vc

!or

»i.ntleiuen. .Hisses aim

^

Engraver

1

MANNER.__

BHOVV.VS lyiONCUIAL TROCHES- TIu> Tlrst
‘•We have found them of great service in allayin',- Bronchial Irritations,and in subduing llearser. reduced by Colds, and do our clerical breth-'
ri-n :t real favor in (Tailing their attention to them.
“We commend them to the ut—Zion's Ht'■old.
teliteoi of Public Sfteakrrs. Singers, and other? wuo
arc troubled with affections of the Throat. —Chns“For Cough?, Asthma, Ac.. we
f- .n W.itrhmon.
cln-i. fully bear testimony from personal knowledge
to their efficacy.”—Ballou's PUtorml.
They are a
Pimple and elegant form for administering, in c«mbintit.ion, several medicinal substances, held in
general esteem among physicians in the treatment
if Bronchial affections."—Dr. G. F. Bigelow.
.•ntainirg no opium or deleterious drug?, these
ir. be used
I„. /••nges
freely by Public Speakers
u-;d Y< oali.-ts, for clearing and giving -»trength to
JOHN’ 1. BROWN'A SOX, Boston.
tl.. voice.
Sold by all Druggist? in the United States.

Importers

Rooms,
No?. 5$ and GO Corn bill, Boston.
y<>ur Book? hero and you will be

Buy

liUYS7-CLOII1L\ U

llOUMh.

IXE and n EBBDs a.
NO 7, UBKHTV SQUARE.BOSTON.

1

WHOLESALE,

Nos. G9 &■ -11 North Stnet.

GEORGE

WL

A. HUGHES.

JOHN

Particular attention given to furnishing Hotels
nd Private Dwellinge w ith rich custom-made goods

Manufacturer of and Dealer in

Pipe,

JOHN'
13

K.

cosh

M.

KINMONTIJ & CO.
Importers, Jobbers and Retailers

KM

Corner of !*• >. t

8. V. & CO.
PTIMSON, “VALENTINE

Varnish

&

// O S I E It Y,

XT JENKINS,

GLOVES,
l.VDER CLOTH I\G, &r.

and Heal Estate

Broker,

I0« SUDBURY STREET, 10G
Moncjfto Loan on
Piano-Fortes, Gold and .Silver Watches, Boot? and
Alloc?, Clothing and Jewelry, Furniture,
Hardware, Guns and Pistols. Silver

Laid

or

\\ ure, etc., etc.

i.ruy

NEW

S

Heads .\o More i

i°15

j

SPINAL

t

j

COMPLAINTS.
J

sr a New Method of treating Simnal Disease?.
Curvulure of th* &>]*n and <Spm-.l 1* cu/cnctts, without pain or uffenny t
tlu* patient, however young
Will prodnee a healthy crop of hair on bald head?
or feeble, is now
sueoes.-iuly practiced bv
in the shortest possible space of time; for dressDR.
J. A. WOOD,
the
hair
it
i>
unrivalled, and on children’s
ing
lo ads it lays the foundations of a good head of At his Office, No. 21A Washington Si root, Boston, or
1.
hair.
Price 25 cent-, 50 cent-, and 75 cents per at his residence Marl! ro’ H
Having examined the Serpentine spring Apparabottle.
tus used by l>r. J. A. tt «.M in the treatinonf
;
BOGLE’S AMERICAN
lateral curvatures of the .-Mine, we recoumiend it
as efficient and comfortable to the
patient.
HENRY J. B1GEL‘J\\’, M. D., i'rof.. urg. Har1? warranted the cheapest and most effective arti- vard University.
cle lor dyeing hair a natural black or brown in the
GEO. HAY WABD, M. D., Ex-Prof.
Surg. liarwurld.
Price 50 oent?. $1,00 and $1,50 per case.
rard University.
|
WrVST/)VV T.VWTC A' Ti
BOOLE’S HKBF.AIONA, OR
J. V. C. SMITH, M. D.. Mayor of Boston.
JO I LX W. WAuRREX, M. D.
Boston, July, 1*34.
j
I? unequalled for eradicating tan and pimples, and
tho
For
sale
beautifying
complexion.
by the

IIYPEKION

FLUID,

»

ELECTRIC

j

DYE.

I

B A L M

*

HAIR

OF

CYTIIERIA,

N.

proprietor,
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WILLIAM BOGLE,
Washington Street,
Boston,
And Agent? throughout tho world.
J.

ST E V E X S

S.
i

Successor to John Corthell.A
Manufactory of

Billiard
'»"• 1'

Tables,

proun-t Stored, opp. City Hall. School Sited.

j. k

J. E

1I0LT,

Manufacturers of

Figures for I’ews. Harness Trimmings,
LETTERS, ORNAMENTS, £.c.
No. 66 Chi un Street,
Boston.
...

AMBROTYPE,

DACCtT.ltlAN AND PHOTOGRAPHIC GOODS,
JOHN SAWYER & CO..
133 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON, Imorttrs and healers in GLASS, PLATES,
PAPERS, Cases, Frames, Lockets, PureChemirds, Collodion, Varnishes, Jtc. Books on the!
art.
Orders promptly attended to.

A. YV.

POLLARLL

Importer and

Military Regalia

Dealer

Goods,

ry Wittary Caps
r,

COURT ST.,

in

and Theatrical

Made

to

Order. Jpt
BOSTON.

S.

>roperties

I

uni

i.

11* lor

m

ii is

success

in

uir

voiicrnon

Debts, nml the Compromise and Adjustment of disput'd and desperate demands.
60tf
Ellsworth, January 1,1866.

Washington St.,

|4

removed

ne'er

fail

lo

afford relief.

No female, young or old, should Ik without
It corrects and regulates the
Mated niedscine
.reee a1 all period*. acting in many cases lik
It is also tha best and safest medin.that <*a
to children of a!; ages, and fur any remj !■» n
(ueutly no family should be without it

Piarrh-:

Asthma,

Boston.

and Gravel
lulfuenza

Mono

••

Host

....

charm
given
Conse

r. II.

lb ; -y
F .ugh*

AVer

of ail

h

k:

ml.*

J'.

k K r i: ii n

s

Fr<>f. Rohley

wji. Mwimv &ro.,
VITl'AI.IXC AXI) EATIXG IIOl'SK.
at

nil

hours.

Maine.

Itbsoliitinn

The EUROPEAN REMEDY.

of

Main
22tf

St.,

Ellsworth

('o-iiatnorskiii.

P re fared only hy
V* OTICK is
RFV. WAl.TKR FFAilKh, >">!e Proprlotur
that the partfVr ( itsnw. ('■■!■!*, Atlhvvi, In. '/.on/ < mumph n.
nenthip lately existing between the under*
ej
JnJIucHta. Ihjflculy of Hrmthing. .j 4signed, under ti firm of Austin A Chute is this
,/
Icntit'ltf rmp! ytd and s highly tip
daydissi Ivcd by mutual conseut.
*n Luro/tf, i« noir for Ur hitt Unit intro15. F. Austin is hereby authorized to adjust all
duc'd into lht< ciuutr t/.
a
New
V,
In introduce:
dicuos Wore Patent Med
un*ettb l demands Juc to r from said corn pain.
icin'!* are already soabundant a wold .-1 explanation
15. F. AI STI.V
in iv be deemed
necesarv
r.e- e.i-arv
the
I
;r t.
ANDREW CIH TC.
wishes to St tie then,
that about /brirlr.-n ». ,» t\
26 tf
Ellsworth, July IT. 18.16.
wh.le conducting an a|N}theCrry esialdishoien! u
:w
d
fact
towns aft
1
trgs
rrst,.•
.>t
exfieriencn and Pfi.-iva
ex
persm
f the vai
mil

hereby given,

n.

KRRK.t 'TYPES.40,KKKEOTVRLS.50c
KKKEOTYRK.S.73c
EKHKi'H RES..*1 00
KRUKoTYRES..-I 25
RAGl'ERlil.OlA l’ES.-I 51'
RAGl ERKEOTVRES.SI 75
Proof Securities DA'.l ERKEOTVRES.>2 no
Fire and
..f whr h the
p,.<.Kuropeun F ch lF irr.:. h
DAM T.KKLl'TYRLS.*2 50
T-> be found in this country, iz :
icp-f.ai:y in disorders ./the chest and* 1 k-.-s He pir
and
Id it m t.r-t r.
S3 "0 C n d the ab< ve 1 itr.-.! it i...b
DA'.l ERKEOTYRKS.
SALAMANDER SA
a. bshment and a* he bream.* m .re C-rH *:v*
y k.i>w,i
DA'.l F.KKEOTVRES.50 : I v ni. aues -f
nH m var us parH of 1'
•»
All sizes, from $35 to $*(><>—pome of which nr,- in
DALI ERKEOTYRKS.• .<1 00 rr .libs e-p »;'••«! hi* most sa .coir ext
c.
.he form of .Sideboards. Secretaries, etc.. <•*■*.,high!
win'*,
lb-*
re
it...
I
sold
•-!
x;
r-.
sj«.te
I DAD! EKi: KO TYRES.50
1 L'LH'L'o'v.sW., ■- O..
ly finished and ornamented, designed for Dwelling
I, \
stress.**.? F-s f
b.
#
.1 AT) I P W ARDS. ..nil w'ti *c nio,,n.<
r,
Bank Vaults, Doors d Burnlnr Proof St>
.nr
»|
I... Ki't.', im-liniino Rictur.>. from ,-2 To .-12, •' the.r 'in .is
Chests :
I
Patent Powder and burglar Proof Combination of stij. .l-ior qtmlitv.
hcverV year*
-be Propr.et «r w
drew eutir'-iv
BANK and
LOCKS,
I) At.T
DAOl
!).\til
DA'.l
RAG!

their former
happy
ustomers and the public. Having made very e\ensivc additions and improvements t*i <>ur former
abilities f- r manufacturing, we shall now lu* mailed to fill all orders with despatch, and on tin*
CN 11AN1>, the largest and
uost reasonable terms.
nost complete stock of
t-> meet

;

Dunglis<>n, Jefferson Med. Col. ; Joseph I’ancoa.*!
M*D., Surgeon to the IVan. Hospital. 471f.

Butlle Cure

One

is.

McRuer, M. D.. I'*ang<>r

Daniel

Fff" Meal#
One Dose Relieve !

services'to the citizens of

Residence,.EUsxrorth House.

Pireetlons tor the guidance of patients inti sry
are Fixed to each box
mar Ik k lyS

r.*

the

Dr. 11. may be found at the office of Dr. McAllister during all bu'iness hours of the day. except when professionally engaged.

Iidlamation
Venereal Affection*
Female Fomp'.itni*

Headaches,

pv*

in

practice

H.tRDIlNG, I. D.,

Offer? his professional
Ellsworth aud vicinity.

si r.-t

N B

WASHINGTON .-TllEET,

Third door North of Avon Place

l!ou-r.

e

extensive

Hospitals of New York and Iloston, offers his
service* to the people of Ellsworth and vicinity.
ar Office in Whiting's New lllock, where ho
may be found night and day except when pro4tf
fessionably engaged.

■*»* S dd at the M a mi factor i-s of Fr-.f. Holloway, es*»
l."i r!
Maiden Fane. New V -rk an 1 k-’f Mn
by i!
resjiei la'-'u- Prnck'M and Dealers m MVicm I threw.gh
■•l /h- F. -t-d v •'••• .1 .d the civ11 ;.-d «• •! '•!. at 2.** * ts.
t'»3 cl * nr, I gl jer t*ox
tQr-Thene isa cnnsi icrahle savirg by taking t te lars

-AT-

Block,

ce'e

Indigestion

i,

Cuinlp'nt*
Secondary byrr.powel

of Spintspy-j"

DAGUERREOTYPES IN CASES.
1-2

t

u.«rth!y

nils are the best remedy
known in the world for the
following diseases:

BARTLETT'S PRICE LIST OF

25 3

4 FTER

Holloway's

Shot B« Its and Pouches, Leather C overed and
Wicker Bottles, Gann- Bags, Gun and Pi t 1 Cases,
Ac.
Gun material*, iMible and -ingle Gun Barrel*.
Locks, Stocks, Part* of Locks, Brass, Steel and
German Silver Mounting.

t--

U. F. SA>GKR, M. I).

FEMALE COMPLAINTS.

TACKLE.;

■

<

1

F.

G.

DUNN,

PRACTICAL

s.

o

!

EXTENSIVE

SAPP
from sc !-•
I'atent Detector Combinntic-u LOCKS', with >. L’y
million changes. Also, Mueller’s Tat-ut linpr.
nabb- Combination Lock.
P*.>■•ns in want of any
1 tho uboto, will find it for their interest to
gi\-*
as a call.

DEARBORN,

or

POSTOX.

Edwards, Fernald

& Dennett.

KliWAKDS, FKK.NAL!' .V CO

l-.te

KOB'T KERSHAW 4- CO.,

4- r

i.cn

Ciiule.unrii

l

WATCHES,
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RICH
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-ed oevera
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where.
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AUCTION

j

j

■

The
and id

SALES,

LllPLOYlEFfTl i

he character of a Pleasant,
i;t indistinct ion to that of a
I by sic, and constituting them

Purifying Tonic in
Nauseating Drastic*

i 'J he Most Agreeable Medicine ExtantInfallibility is not claimed for the Boston Hem-

In all the ir
i

AN1>—*

undersigned
nuw

<

pining

Arrivals!

has
a

DRY GOODS

ju*i

returned from

Boston

large and well selected stick
AND GROCERIES,

Purchased cxprecsly for this market, and with

special rcforancc to
vicinity. His stock

the wants of customers in this
is suited to the tasts and want*
id every chi** of community, and having been purchased to SELL, not t<> K KEP, he is confident that
he can offer such inducements to purchasers as
are
seldom found
in this part of the state.
Among his stock may be found the following,
which comprises but a small part it viz

KIHMONTH fit CO.,
WASHINGTON, throuyhto
<$•
STREET,

RUBBER

NEW STORE I

—

REMEDY which has been before thi? public
for many years, and used with the m«v*t comsuccess by all classes of
people, old and young,
rich and poor.
A remedy used and prescribed for
by Physicians, arid pronounced by all who Lave used it,
either

»

Arnold’s Globules and Vital Fluid

Agents.

A full a-,«LTiuunt of nil kinds of weighing ap! paratu* ami -b re furniture f..r sale at low rah*.—
Railroad, liar and Coal Scales *et in any part of
the country..
2 2 ly

Latest

;

»

Poston.
BKOWX,

NSW GOODS!

GERMAN
GOODS

I

:

Killty Street,

UUr.r.XLKAF A

Direct from thp Manufacturers,

■

24

v

JDIriY

causes

.n sr UE< i;ivi;i>

And keep- <• i. tartly rn l and Watehrs, Cirri,*,
ai d a
general assortment of the latest styles >f
Jewelry.
-A ESC-

Watches, Clocks and Jewelry carefully repaired
and wai ranted.
8u>re <-n Main .-'trett. a ft w doors above ti
Hank. b r*ne:lv
in .< 1
by 1. II. Cr.r. lle.
ftf
Ellsworth, Feb.
tb, 1

*..k..

...

Arnold's Medtcc-Chemical Discovery

unanimously aec* rded the title of
THE BOSTON REMEDY.

! ih.1t

vere

grrg
t thr at!e:.:
f
ng the early part
ins f|.
♦, were

..

* an

new books:

I uuug Mon, d.r y<‘U wivb to rui.Lv
Would respectfully invito the attention of Printers
your fort unes ?
>ur Airenu ate
ajul the trade to to bis new and beautiful
ntitkiii^ fr.ru $30 tn'$.V) per week,
'articular* trill bo furnished, free of ch ,r;,. to
assortment of
|
hose who enclr-o Po.tajro
and addret*

s.

ot call

.cine, but dur
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*(wedy cure was the result. .,r.,| a, j,,A.
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very
of
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A. B.

BRITISH.
FRENCH, and

las been

n.rUt
be ..rr.ved

tnd efftca

of its eucoess will now be made eviit effects results which no mere medicine
Also frogi the various
accomplish ; for embaying the suggest b n < f
1 be UcrniHu Chemist,
Liebig, (.- c Liebig s Ani-j
ml Chemistry, p. 201,) it is
compounded «o as t ;
ct chemically as well as
medicinally ; that is, it
AT Ol'll USUAL LOW r it ICES.
t only rvm-ivoif
matter
from the system,
impure
ut s
alters the character of the fluids as to re- j
ivily the system itself, thus while it purges and
Ho Hem
th<* Veil— [ xpei.s, it does not exhaust but tones and 275
8
alter March—Fa a, and Array Mein ir—Review > lKK.vuTHENS
; its medico-chemical action ulsoren10 WINTER
BOSTON.
f Pierce’« AdminisUatiun—Kate Stanton—Carrie :
r- its
painless
it
is
operation
these
;
1
qualities,
r-:a» rson-Hail
Rumbles-French's Writing j ined to their -pure and concentrate*! charaet
r,
Books.
!
Published by
( rendering them of all mediciu s the most conJAS. FRENCH & CO.,
v enient and
agreeable to take,) which has given
N 'as fa nylon Strut, Bout m.
t

Common—Altha—Raising

,ili

w

-ur

three cent piece, ami addict*
Pluistuw, .V H.

on

M

«

ns meritorious and effective.
.-tump <-r a
Conceived and originally tested at tho West, but MARTYX
x*rfVctcd und first brought out nt Jloston, and
oiriing into favor and patr mage there with a rn-idity and to an extent never before ooualled by
ny proprietary medicine ; [*sco below] having
eoeivcd the outspoken endorsement of liie higher
lasses, and become the favorite of all, to

'd

tr

h

New England stands as pre-eminent for coreful
Wantedi 300 Active Young Men,
nvestigation and just appreciation, a- for invenion, research and discovery ; its principle city To act as 1-cal and travelling agents in u !>u«ine.-s
auk* among the highest in the wet Id iu respect
easy u ©ful. and h'-iv-ruble. at a SALARY OF
o physicians, chemi.-ts and pli.irmaceutisb ; and
$K>0 PLK MUX 1 11. A capital «*t $’» only roquir—
vhatever preparation can pa-s the ordeal and so- ed.
Xo patent medicine or book business.
Full
i
ure the patronage of its citizvus, is
thereby‘tamp- iiflrtieiilfti .* wiven. free nil vr’i.* on .ln,»

j

Dishes, Ac.
N. B.—Instructions given in the art of
preserv!1o Bird* and Animals, axxd prcpai rag and collecting Skin*.
Constantly fur sale, a large assortment of Bir<U’
md animals' Artificial Eves.

1

.0

nil

s

v.-.io

Purchaser* may always find at
huge -r. ok of the best qualities, newest
lowest
market prices.
very

j

.•

*..d dev >, house f ...
and wnc n. the spr.i.g of >.*»!
a.-d wh i, I,.
sry
.,1
•-nee tic was called to oc. upy t.is
re—-

Ministry

SILVER WARE, PI VIED GOODS,

M.
M.

Boston.

hi.-! friends and the p’-hlic, and endeavor to merit a
continuance of their patronage.
The strictest attention
given to favorite dead,
birds and Animals, as heivt* lore. When sent from I
the country, they will he
carefully packed and!
•nifoly forward? 1. AH subject? of Natural History
prepared and mounted to order in n superior mannor.
Also, constantly on hand and for sale a beaulitul selection of Preserved Birds,
neatly arranged !
in cases and glass shades, or singly on stand.*, suitable for parlor ornament or private cabinet*.
Also, a general assortment of Wire and Tin Bird i
iii'u
.^qmrrci bilges, ox -New lurk umi lit id ton man-'
tifVtu:
Fancy IMgeons and Fi.wlea; Bird Need,
Id i-i lies and Queues; Nests, Fouutains, Hath ing
>

fU

Kershaw,

;ir..m bus,,

15)5 WASHINGTON STREET,
J. W. 1. BROWN & (0.,

\

plete

GOODS,

varieties,

Garments, Sheetings,Toys,Combs,
Foot Balls, &c.

Internally

or

FRENCH ENGLISH AND AMERICAN GOODS,
HTS,

CAPS, BOOTS AND SHOES,
GOODS AND GROCERIES,
FARMING
TOOLS,
HARD WARE,

W. I.

Externally,

ALFRED HALE & CO.,
12 Bromfiild St..Boston. In the cure of rhe umatism, Cuts, sprains, cholera
CROCKERY,
r: i*v, but there can exist no
Stamp#
morbus, diarrhoea, bums, scalds, wounds, neuralgia,
unhealthy condition of j
Fancy Cards, Embossed Note Pa- METROPOLITAN AGLNCV OFFICE,
t 10 human
Ac., Ac.
!iea<hicbc, cramp, Ac., superior to any other prebody thut its peculiar action will not
^
perf», andStationery for Weddingsand Parties.
HAVERHILL .MASS. f. ivorably adcct ; and no disease short of change in ;
|
of
the
paration
king ever yet discovered.
All the above will be sold for cash, or in exchange
.
A remedy to which the numerous certificates
Having great facilities for obtaining the latest
•ganic structure which its continued use will not J
for Country Produce, such as Fresh Meat, Butter
which we have in our possc.-sion, fr«»m
patterns, he can exhibit a greater variety at n low- -DWELL
■adicate, if sufficientmaterial and vita ity remain
persons of and Egg*, and every thing usually exchanged in
j Fifty Smart, Enterprising and honest
HOUSE,
er‘rate than can he found at
it *•! which, as it
any other establishwere, to reconstruct the system ;
this market, lur which he will allow the
the
of
highest
ORXER
LO WELL ant B Jilt TO X STS., n 'person then need find a name for their
ment in Boston.
bighett
YOUNG MEN,
respectability, market
!
price.
Pirusito LOWELL RAILROAD DEPOT, b fore deciding upon the applicability f‘•omplaint
this rein- \ To act a* Agent* in selling New and very pnj/ular rho many 'favorable notices we have
Store on Main Street, next door West of Albert
receive.I
School Struct,
lu-itage taker) I and from Lowell and Eastern e iy to their case ; they may trust to it as they Engravings. Hat little capital needed, and toon ►'Ho* the Phk.•».*., and tho
JOSHUA R. JORDAN.
constantly increasing Robinson s.
tejiuta, Ireo of charge, il. r Moats served at all i tt “old tw their family physician.
doubled.
lemand for tho article, bear proof of its
ours.
Terms $1 d per tlav.
Ellsworth, may 2 1856
W. P." M. BROOKS,
J‘Rl<'ES.—Vital Fluid, 50 Cent# and $1 per
Apply at once, in parson or by totter, to R. C.
ClIAKIJiS STEWART, Proprietor.! b ittlc ;
WONDERFUL HEALING AND
Dealer in
BARRETT, 270 Washington Street, Boston, Deal.
•r in
Ulobules, 25 and 50 Cents per box.
Engravings.
CARPETS, CLOCKS. FURNITUREPAIN DESTROYING PROPERTIES
(General Agents—BURR, FOSTER
^rHjtL. BOGLE,
CO.,
NEW
j u. i Comhill, Boston.
Re sure and get the genuine, which has the words
Feathers and Upholstery.
i.M.MENS BAND
Premium Ventilating uuJ Gowruuor
Special Agent*—MANSFIELD $• CO., Xo. 11 C X I* A It A L L E D
Dyer's Healing Embrocation,” blown in the
The Goods are of prime
SUCCESS
JEWELRY AND FANCY GOODS.
quality, mostly of his
ty Wharf, Boston.
>ottlc and the fac -imilie of the
owu manufacture, and will lx- sold at l w
OF
Proprietor’s sigprices.—
nature on the ouuidv wrapper.
•
Also, Looking Glasses, Uattreimks, Curled
DR. WM. R. HAYDEN’S
For the proof of this assertion reference is
Hair, and Palm Leaf.
lo to Messrs. BURR, FOSTER
improved vegetable
raw= attention to a new
.A.. H- FIELD,
fy CO., the
style of Wigs, called the “
Xos. 7, 8 and 9 Marshall Street, and
114, 118 and nshrinking Gossamer Wig,
which for lightness, ol icst proprietary medicine dealers in Boston.
120 Blackston*. Street, !{■>..: n.
PURGATIV 33 [Successor to the late C. Dyer, Jr..) solo Proprietor,
j c Icguiiet* and durability, has never been equalled.
For sale by Dealers gtnerulli/.
Iso, tho Ladies’ .Self-Adjusting Wig, which
PILLS:
AT his Store in the Granite Block,
PROVIDENCE, It. |.
lapts itself on the instant to the head, und is go
The most valuable 3nd potent medicine In the
has just opened a fine assortment of the above
Sold in Ellsworth by C. <1. Perk,—In Maehias
IRA B. S II A
fctural as to defy detection, even by members of
W ORL D;
articles, among which are Gold and Silver, Ameri>y E. Longfellow, and in Portland by II. H. Hay
DEALER IX
ie same family.
A large assortment always on
Hecommended and prescribed by more
can, English and Swiss Patent Lever Watches
*Ute Agent.
epGui22.
IIAUGHTON,SAWYER & Co., and.
Horizantal do., also Verge do.,also low priced.
foreign and Domestic Fruit,
PHYSICIAXS
Depot for Bogle’s Hyperion Fluid, fur the hair ;
Over one hundred diffV-rant patterns of Gold B >PEARL STREET, BOSTON.
than any other Medicine ever tiefoie offered to th e
, ogle’s A mole, Shaving Cream, Ac.
CICONFECTIONERY,
TOBACCO,
som pins, Ear and finger
Store
to
Let.
rings, a largo assortment
Are now opening in connection with their extenPEOPLE.
Ac.
OAKS,
f <0. 277
of entirely new patterns, some in nets,—Gold
si vo stock of
Surpassing ail other Pill* in their operation for ease
Washington St., Boston. ^ us. 3 and a
T'HE
anl
larpc
convenient
of
Store
in
Gbld Keys,.Seals,locki t
and
Chains,Various
jiattern*
efficacy, cleansing and removing the
liromfitld St., Boston.
Is.nl's building
1
morbid Itumore from the
opposite the Ellsworth House, Slide?, Snaps, pencils, pens, and
Dry Goods anti Woc^ens,
1 n Main
BODY.
GEO. LYON
street,recently oocupiod by W. W. Rogers
A large and elegant assortment of
CHOICE FURN ITURE.
■lestoring to the Patient his lost treasure, the riche* 1 ^a furniture ware-house, wil bo let on reasonable
Successors to Lvox A Powers,
SPECTACLESbleaelng to man—
I erms,
apply to the subscriber.
rf. S. LORD.
UPHOLSTERY
Foreign and American Carpetings,
GOODS,
Gold, Silver, Silver plated, Steel Ac. Soarran*
M KUCHA\T TAILORS,
Ellsworth,
July
2Jtf
HEALTH.
lOth^Sic.
ed as to suit ullages, also regulate near sight*
aatrnt SrlJ-Acling Reclining Chairs,
Embracing every article utually found in this deThese Pill* have beon recornmendedy by over
And dealers in
Silver Spoons, Fruit and Butter Knives, Thimbles
part ment, and at the very lowest prices,
Curtain Alaterinh, Ifc.
15,000 PERSONS.
pen holders, Ac.

BOSTON^

W A X T K J)

J

__24

WATCHES,

Wig maker,

Carpetings.

Z. SMITH,

\V7

If,

—

&7 0.7

-A.

Vho

nan

LADY

been cured of great Nervous Debility.

NOTICE,

Men’s

Furnishing Goods,
The Certificates may be seen at ihc Cilice of the Pro
Cc uprising an extensive and rich assortment of
irietor*
n and desirable
78 WASHIHOTOH STHE ET
styles, of the best quality, suit-1
G VV STONE \ CO
le
Sole Proprletor*,
for
fter many years of misery, desires to make known
Drawing Rooms, Libraries and Chambers, (
:H Central Street, Lowell, Mass..
Opposite BromfitUl Street, Boston,
sale at low prices, at the Warerooms of the subo all fellow sufferers the
sure means of' relief.—
o whom all orders roust be addreefed.
And Manufacturer of
address, enclosing stamp to pay return postage, j idWe are now opening our new importation of Fall j 801 iber,
Ir jr* Sold by
dealers in medicine- -OJ
which we are prepared to make
Winter
MINERAL TEETH IX BLOCKS,
Ji
Mm. MARY E. DEWITT, BO.STOV, Mass.,
!* to order atGoods,
WASHINGTON KT.,
a large discount fr m fornu-r price? I *' 10
176 Prlc 25 Cents per Box,
<
nd
the
Boston.
will
be sent free, by next post. ;
flO Wa hinjfin Street,
G. L. A CO.
prescription
GEO. CR 9091 IS,
j
or Five Boxes for One DollarSALMON,
DENTIST,
I. A.

Mil

v

j

Bojtun.

__'

HOOKE'S CE7.EBRATF.D

^Tho subscribers have

removal.

KIN MON Til 4- CO.,
2”5 Washirgtcn Street, tlircugh to B i

Street,

I

Many of the most despotic (Jovernment have opened
heir Custom Hruses t>» the introduction >>i these Pul
h «l they may heroins the medicine of th>* mas***.
learned College* admit that tin* medicine is the hear
f.edy evar kn <wn I <»r person* of delicate health, ol

LAW,

FJhu'orth, Haneork County, Mr.
I.OYVELL gives prompt and rigorous nttention t<» the various duties of his profession,

-,

JAMES MANX, TAXIDERMIST, *
PR USER YEJi OF BIRDS AMD AX1MALS,
ana Dealer in American and
Foreign .Singing Bird?,
Cages, Ac.. has llcmoved to
No. (> City Hall Avenue, Niles’ Illock,
Ki.e doors- from School Street, Boston, Mass.,
V .Aero he will he pleated to recievo the favors of

£.1

Wruter

AND

Eltchings

tr.v-

10

tone t « these -r m* I >wiu>i
when ail other imattf hove laded

GENERAL DEBILITY, ILL HEALTH

Burglar

ASSORTMENT.
113
WASHINGTON STREET.

1

\\ iji£>
mifi I t"]tr Clotli-'
will be louuU tbc most £-£-u.i .£te in this cun-

.jT’Our rtock
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CHARLES LOriKLL,
ATTORNEY & COUNSELLOR AT

h-a'.lhv

...

3

DAMASK,

Manufacturers,

LAW,

F.lhirorth, Maine.
^jF Office in Tisdale's Block, on State St.

1

,

55 Broad Street.

Money

j,

U

Papon

MUSLINS,
LINE IT S

22

«-•

EMBROIDERIES.

CO.,

civ- a

nuchderttnced, and

FES,

j

&,
LACES,

GILLEY,

soon

[’hoy

COLT'S AND ALLEN'S REVOLVtons
Debility
Oios
Ferei an.} Ague
ERS.
Weakness Ghe>i Pi»ea.*ns
Powder, Shot, Percussion Cap*. Powder Flask*. Fiw'rdFumidaints
l.ivpr

REMOVAL,
the Rcrcrc

|

BI !& B 0 N

price, by

r

■

[Gore

32 & 34 North Street, Boston.

V K

LvI E B I 1ST O E S

ATTORNEY &. COUNSELLOR AT

COM-

ncrally.

Alb n A* Wheeloek's Rifle Barrels.
Fishing Tackle, Jointed Rods, Keels, Line.-. Hooks,
Bamboo and Cane Poles, by the thouslgents for Read brothers’ Th«»y .Ai r. Also, f-»r Flics, Ac.,
and or at retail.
tlio celebrated ‘•SHAKER PIPES.”

Opposite
', Vhero they
would be

HALL,

OAK

,

CONGRESS STREET,
Office Avenue,
Boston.
Who also procures them.

|

GEORGE W, SIMMONS- PIPER &. CO.-

PI ^CK.

LIVER

LAW,

JOSKPII A. DKAiX,

PLAINT.

!

ItOBIYSOX,

Klhu'orth. Maine.
&T Office in the Brick Block on State St.

Nearly half the human race have taken these /Ml*.—
t has (teen proved m ail parts of tIn? world, thnt nothing
i*e* ofdisorders of the
ms tiecn found e<jual to them in
••,>..iamt* generally.iver. dyspepsia, ahd *;om t< I»

nosroy.

\

OFE VERYPES1RARLE GRA 1)E,
FOR

Wholesale aud Retail,

LAND WARRANTS
highest

Chiluren’sl

CXiOTSSATG,

Manufactured By JAMES P. TOLMAN.

the

Little

and

;

FALL & WINTER TRADE,

Boston.

AND

DYSPEPSIA

j 3ANIEL J. CARRUTXI.
Cos. 49. 51 and 53 Black stone Street.' Agent* f>>r

Gentlemen’s,

Manufacturer of

at

from Beach, Lincoln & Albany
Streets.

Souths’

SIIT'.L I' LEA I)-and BLOCK TIN PIl’E.
Also, dealer in PIG LEAD.
23 WATER S'].., opposite Simmons’ Block.

THE

RILLS
PURIFY
BLOOD.

These famous Pills are expressly combined to operate
the stomach, the liver, the kidneys, the lurt’S, the
k-n, and the bowel*, correcting any derangement in their
unctions, purifying the hint'd, the very fountain of life,
nd thus curing diseases in all its forms.

Manufacturers of

OBACCO. SNUFF. CIGARS & PIPESWines, Ale, Porter Cider.

I'

GEORGE L. STEARNS,

Bernght

we

|

~~

HA&Tui&P

•••«

Store Shades Painted to Order
52 Washington St.Jhnju'ard Bhn h. Boston.!

would respectfully invite those wishing to
urihase to call and examine < ur stock.
Our WARDROOMS are the largest in the city
mprising the largo Halls over the Boston, Worester and Western Uailroad Passenger Station.

Deafness Cured,

GOLD LEAF, Ac

p

J. E. CAME fit CO..

Vindow- Shades, Wire Screens,
No.
Venetian iJiimlp, &c.

r.

! ud

CARNES.

Ili.wever caused, if the ticking of a watch can be
heard. Letters of enquiry, enclosing a postage ;
1*2
stamp, addressed to DR. BOARDMAX, Xo.
Suffolk Place, ]>< e-ton, answered. Remedies and ;
appai at us sent by express.

Lead

by Druggists

For sal

J-J

ATTORNEY & COUNSELLOR AT

n

REMEDY.

over

THOMAS

1ST.

of

Office

£y

«n^

t'HESE

WHITCOMB’S

sexes

rintrud
nd constitution Prof. Holloway personalty
he manufacture of his medicines in the United Males,
Old offers them to a lice
di
>est remedy the world tvrr saw for the removal o

colar.

cases

Flh tea rth, Main e.
Austin A Chute’s Store.

nervous

•\
Asthma. In no ease of so pnroly Asthmatic
haraeter has it failed t.» give prompt relief, and in
nanv cases a permanent cure ha? been effected.—
An
Nm danger need be apprehended tmm it? use.
ntant may take it with perfect safety.
itu?
to
testimonials
Numerous1
efficacy may be
■eon. uu application to the proprietors,
JOSEPH BFKNETT A CO.,
Boston.
41 Tremont St

Each bath is prepared to suit th«* eonsti ution
id disease of the patient, and so medicated as to:
disease. They ar< more]
t directly upon the
t-asant «•' uie pau**in man me /.
■lift, and much more effectual in removing Sorot-;
** *"

I he
disease

by

ATTORNEY, &. COUNSELLOR! AT LAW.

lot of the hnman race t<a be weighed
and Miffrnng
Holloway’* Pills are

It ha* been
own

>

Thread,

Al«_TU

lfi

| a'

original

T HATfcKIlOlSK,

WHY ARE WE SIC K !

■

and Dealers in

Improved

a.

it*

BOYS’CLOTHING
AT

j

adapted to the relief of the weak, the
j! pecially
he delicate, ar.tl the mfirm, of all cltmee, age*,

BUCKLEY & BANCROFT.
Neuralgia. Paralysis
a. Rheumatism. Dropsy,
fanut'euturers, Upholsters, uwi Wholesale and Retail J ts. Female Complaint**, and aim- -t every disin
!
the
human
Dealers
body.
j e: ced condition
(19
l»r. Greene still uses the PL-tro-Chrmunl Both:,
S£\, UUbJUA.
FURNITURE.
discovered by Pn-f. Yorgnes, to extract MinerTable*, I!.ills. Cl< ths. Cues, Cue Point-. Cue Wax,
Wt are constantly manufacturing* and have now n Poisons. such as Mercury. Arsenic. Lea-1. Ac..«t.
Muccs, Bridge*, Pocket*, and Trimming*,
n hand, a lull assortment of rich and medium pric- y .-rsons wishing t » receive the ben-fit of these1
constantly «n hand.
c i
1 uths will find every convenient-* at ::•** bruomfb l-i .V \fA l L SIZ EB TAli I. I S MA It E TO OR^ .reel, Jloston. Circulars with lull description
and
Chamber
BER.
Parlor
Room,
]
; )rawing
•nt. free of charge, to any one enclosing a postage
1.
Furniture.
amp.
|
11
VRDSGN A DEXTER.
Mi
Of every description.
John d. KuwT.k ,t co..
Iraj« rters of
Looking Glasses in great variety. Feather finis
nd Mattresses, uf all kinds, which wt will sell at
Manufacturers of
GUNS Si PISHING
uch prices as shall be satisfactory to the purchas-

Unttance

FOR SEWING MACHINES.

Patent

I

|

& i'KARCK,

Liui-ii, toUon and Silk

j

Cvtting taught

JONAS

BURNHAM’S,
College, School and Library Furnishing

■

RUSS

Dr. R. GREENE,
Scientific Indian Physician,

J;

eet.

in H os ton to liuv

Books is at

much

A. STUM A.

Electro-Medicated Baths,

C O T TO X’ S
X. D
No. 7 TRKMONT STREET. BOSTON.

at

I pwards of one thousand of the worst
Vsthtna have been relieved by using

hich combine the sdveut properties f certain
ants, the effect of which, with the currents ol
el ectrieity. neutral in* the diseased matter in the
od and tissues and expel it fr-*tn the ty*tom.

RAVINGS,

at

1 sired Pai>er Modofant,*’ Costumes,

modes, and

price.

o

No. 30 Bromfield Streot, B
Consultation?, in person or by letter, free ol
Medicines sent tany part of the world.
arge.
Dr. R. Greene Iias recently discovered the

in

Mezzotint, Lithography,

For sale

News-j

uum-

Line.

1

*

M,LEX'S WORLD'S IIMR RESTORER
'or sale. Tt is net a dye but a pleasant wash,
rhich thoroughly cleanse* the hair, fastens the
oots, and prevents balducss, and surely restores it

S C R o F ULA

11
jjy/j,''

Tubes. Powder Color*. PreCanvas and Paper. Mill /*•>ards, I’anels.
,ir» d
rushes. Pallcttes, Easils, Oils, Varnish, Sketch

Mood.

on

PLiin and richly trimmed
f<»r Ladies” Children’s m
advance cl' the published

Mrs.

And other di-eu-c- which have baffled
the skill of our best physicians, oan
also be cured, so as to stay cured, by

tij

Cakes,

PAINTINQ,

E N G

la
n
■

free.___
o>
Cancers can bo Cured.

‘ lucks, etc.

\11 kind* «>f Book Tllu-t: atl^n*. Views of Build-i
ngs, Machinery, I-ind'capt". etc.. Portrait*, AniuuD, S<*eieties' Seals, Druggist.- label.*.
nper Heads drawn and engraved IN THE BEST

One Price.

reii.

of Rich-

40 Court Street, cor. Tremont, Boston.

of French aiul American mautifacture.

luiuies,

&

Designer

oon.-tantly for sale every style of Reels and

Si,.*,-?

cor.

:mv

MATERIALS EOU

v imprising Colors

DANIEL T.'SMITH,

Shoes,

’encils, Water Colors in Uoxes or separate
oist Color? for Sketohing'frotu Nature.

BAC:.«of;iiu]«tri..r ,;ual- j OIL
"

122 COMMERCIAL ST.,
mond St.

Corner of Summer and Hawley Streets,
BOSTON.
nopc.-ite t'. F. Iforey A Co.,
11

!)

,

icluding Drawing Paper. Ixmdon Reard.

|j

ail.

J

22tf

11 Y S. U. I> E N M S
CORNER M AIN AND SEA STREETS,
ROCKLAND. ME
Or Connected with the above n .u«n> is an cvjelient LIVERY’ STABLE. Coaches altvajg j.i
ittcndance f<*r tho accomodation of travelers.

Boston.

Washington St.,

>

j|

Cray-

C
hxcorth, Maine.
gy 05 Main Street.

In addition to the advantage* of an extensive
R
iSSOrtmont of Patterns of the latest Styles select
aval! themselves of ti e advantage of
S*.
RAM
,, MM FA RC1AL COLLEU
AVa.-hingtn
m, particular attention is invited to the ease
in B*»st«>n I ,nd graceful fitting always attending Madame
« lich ha% been in successful operation
soven
of
temurest’s Perfect System of Cutting 1 >resses, and (
si cteen years, aud attended by upwards
tl ouaand students, a large propmtion of whom! >: adapting the Basque t-- the form, giving an urwith good employment
istic effect never attained by any other method. !
vc also been furnished
Book-keeper*, Clerks, Ac. So la-t Annual Drrss
in one hsson.fflr £2. 50.
itafogue, which can be had at the rooms, or by

lc

ASSOlRTMEXT OF

1 IHjilcniPnls for Water Color
on, or Pencil 11 railing.

and Dealers in

B a ti s

GENERAL

iW'ltKR .Proprietor.

P. J.

FASHIONS.
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JSote is the l itnc far 1 outig Men

;

STATIONERY,

13 Commercial Street,
Borton
ii ket Street,

FOLSOM St BO W KE R,

!

Particular attention paid to gKtin-r up different
nvioiiinv- used by the trad**, viz: Lolling, splitAc. All article? in
t.
j a’.ui Crimping Machine?,
ur line ut tho low* >L price? f- r cash.

Boots

9 A,

5 uth A’

SHOE FINDINGS.
A ml Manufacturers of

Block,)Bos

STORE.

SEED

i’ARKKR,WHITE .A GANNETT,

v i ich v. ill Jo more anJ better wt.rl> than anr other
J. h. JOHNSON,ton.
ftliativer.
c
‘hj Kmiland St., (Steam
0
Near Worcester and Old Colony Depots.

:

-\X]1——

j AMERICAN HOUSE.

\EW\ORK

_

_^

LET US REASON TOGETHER

A DVERTl S EM ENTS.

MAI) A ME DE M OREST’S
Emporium of Paris, London and

Hernia

FOR SALE, one 15-hor*o horizontal Engine;
C-horse horizontal; one 3-horse upright, new
powerful cleanser ol th« -kin, ionic-ring T.tn,
The above Engines are
and all
a id improved pattern.
-S«n ten. Futkhs, F‘
E r u |i t i « n s. « ashed in a superior manner, and warranted to be
ii I a lie o ii s

Water,

Orient

The following List of Card- was collected by S.
M
Pr.rTr.vuTi.L <♦ C.»., Newspaper Advertising
Ag' nt'. N«>. 10 State Street, Boston, who are an
k-j
th .1 i/ed by the puidislien of the best and
ind>ii/ Linulutfet Newspapers throughout the United
advertiseand
British
take
to
tat
Provinces,
menti nud subscriptions ut the lowest rates.

BOSTON

|

DR. PHELPS’ TRUSSES.

STEAM ENGINES.

-OR—

ADVERTISEMENTS.

BOSTON

|_

ADVERTISEMENTS.

BOSTON

ADVERTISEMENTS.

BOSTON

A

j*!

indebted to the subscriA *.Lber persons
requoetod in make immediate
arc

1

Allsworth Sept. 1st, 1856.

yjARKl

l

pay.

JOHN H. ALLK.Y.

\GE At, wedding cards

executed at this office with neatness
and
o ispatch.
ball end ee the
specimen*.

j

ROGERS CUTLERY,
Knives. Scissors, Ac.
ber Shell do. Ac.

Buffalo horn Combs, Rub-

M USICAL INSTRUM ENTS.
Accordions, Violins, Flutes, Fife*
Flagelets, Ac. Also tuning forks and pitch pipes
hanev Goods and Toys, too numerous to mention.
Guitars,

Ellsworth, July 3rd,

1856.
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